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THE POLITICS OF DISARMAMENT AND REARMAMENT IN AFGHANISTAN

Summary
■■

Four internationally funded disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) programs initiated after 2003—two targeting government-aligned militias and two targeting
insurgents—have failed to make Afghanistan more secure. Instead, society has become
more militarized.

■■

Many shortcomings stem from the fact that the programs were shaped by the post-Bonn
political context.

■■

Tension has been acute between building capable and accountable state institutions in a
chronically weak state on the one hand and hunting terrorists or fighting insurgents by
rearming local militias on the other.

■■

Western powers tended to use DDR programs and language to demobilize specific armed
groups for perceived short-term political or security gains while rearming and protecting
others.

■■

Programs targeted different groups at different times. Commanders understandably
resisted demobilizing their militias as they realized that their rivals would remain armed.

■■

Powerful commanders used DDR programs to weaken rivals as they secured government
positions or rearmed as anti-Taliban militias. This approach reinforced factionalization and
strengthened the Taliban.

■■

In sum, DDR programs reflected existing power dynamics and deepened political exclusion, which are among the main drivers of violence and support for the insurgency.

■■

Full disarmament in Afghanistan is unrealistic, but a peace process with the Taliban might
at least reduce levels of informal rearmament and pave the way to holding the worst criminals accountable, provided Northern Alliance power brokers are brought along.

■■

Key to any deal will be the support of mid-level commanders whose lead fighters usually
follow.
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Introduction
The disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) of ex-combatants has been central
to the statebuilding agenda in Afghanistan since 2001—at least according to public statements
of Western politicians and diplomats. Donors have invested hundreds of millions of dollars
in four programs: DDR (2003–05), the Disbandment of Illegal Armed Groups Programme
(2005–ongoing), Programme Tahkim Sulh (Strengthening Peace Program, or PTS) (2005–10),
and the Afghanistan Peace and Reintegration Programme (APRP) (2010–ongoing).1
Data in Afghanistan are generally unreliable, but the four programs have likely demobilized tens of thousands of armed men over the past decade. They led to the cantonment of
some heavy weaponry. They may also have meant temporary improvements in security, especially by dismantling checkpoints where militias harassed locals. But if the programs’ goal was
to stabilize Afghanistan by reducing the number of armed groups, then the current insecurity,
numerous nonstate militias, and vast numbers of men with guns show that collectively they
have failed.
Why is this is the case? Why have armed groups in Afghanistan proliferated or persisted
over the past almost decade and a half? What can be learned from this experience as the international presence in Afghanistan winds down? DDR now has a bad reputation in Afghanistan, and many Afghans perceive it as humiliating. But the question of what to do with the tens
of thousands of nonstate armed groups and their weapons is more urgent and challenging than
ever. Can they be integrated in the state apparatus or in civilian society? What would such a
process look like? Is it feasible to disarm them, given that much of society is armed? Or should
the government give up on attempting to control its territory and accept that strongmen rule
rural areas?

The Programs
Three points on the wider political context in which the four programs were conceived, and
which to a great extent influenced their chances of success, are worth emphasizing.
First, Afghanistan has a long history of reintegrating armed groups in the state apparatus
or civilian society. During hostilities, enemies typically remained in contact with each other,
and many commanders hedged their bets. When one side appeared to be winning, commanders on their opponents’ side often sought to jump ship, or at least to deepen ties with those
winning. Resources and the chances of winning tended to inform decision making more than
ideology. Reintegration, possibly after disarmament in return for amnesty, could also occur
after hostilities ended, depending on the attitude of the victorious commanders.
The government of Mohammad Najibullah, for example, used these opportunities when,
in 1987, it launched the National Reconciliation Program, which sought to enroll members of
the anti-Soviet mujahideen into state-affiliated militias. It also paid mujahideen commanders
to sit on the fence.2 In 1992, the government collapsed with the disintegration of the army;
many commanders joined the mujahideen. In the second half of the 1990s, the Taliban occupied most of Afghanistan after deal making with local commanders and integrating them
in their armed forces. Similarly, in 2001, many Taliban commanders joined the U.S.-funded
anti-Taliban militias en masse.
For the most part, however, the four programs ignored this history and local practices of
reintegration and reconciliation. Instead, they were largely based on a template informed by
international peacebuilding operations in Africa and Latin America in the 1990s, which was
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consolidated in UN reports from 2000 onward.3 In line with this approach, former combatants are first disarmed and then demobilized, which involves the discharge of combatants
from armed forces or nonstate armed groups. Demobilized fighters can then receive what is
known as a reinsertion package, which can include food, shelter, training, employment, tools,
or cash. The last phase, reintegration, sees combatants acquiring civilian status and sustainable
employment. It is “essentially a social and economic process with an open time frame, primarily
taking place in communities at a local level.”4 The sequence of disarmament, demobilization,
and reintegration and the emphasis on the first two components ran counter to both Afghan
tradition and political reality.
Second, the U.S.-led military campaign against the Taliban—the hunt for al-Qaeda and
Taliban that later, as the armed opposition against the government grew, morphed into counterinsurgency operations—posed a major constraint for DDR. The campaign against the Taliban shaped the political order established through the Bonn Conference in 2001. The Taliban
were excluded, and former Northern Alliance leaders and some Pashtun power brokers secured
the most prominent positions in the new government. Afghanistan’s new leaders, particularly
Pashtun U.S. allies and their local commanders, manipulated the United States’ anti-Taliban
focus to exclude their personal rivals (whom they labeled as Taliban) from national and local government, preventing their reintegration into the state apparatus. Meanwhile, efforts
to demobilize some of the forces allied with the United States were overshadowed by their
simultaneous rearmament to fight the Taliban.
Third, the Afghan state in 2001 not only collapsed but also was historically weak and had
traditionally been challenged by a strong society, including charismatic religious figures and
tribal leaders and their followers, so-called solidarity groups.5 The state had never enjoyed a
monopoly of force. Decades of war since the 1970s had by 2001 led to a collapse of the army,
the police, the judiciary, and the fiscal system. The war had also led to a proliferation of local
commanders and fighters in the countryside. The weakness of the Afghan state, its lack of control over its territory, and the proliferation of militias meant that a DDR process that ultimately
aimed to endow a state a monopoly on the use violence that it had hitherto never enjoyed would
always be a difficult enterprise.
The four DDR programs were ill fitted to this reality. They failed for many reasons, mostly
because of the constraints that the military campaign imposed against the Taliban and the massive
rearmament of militias, constraints that simply added to an already hugely challenging context.
These dynamics reinforced one of the main flaws in the UN template on which the programs were
largely based: prioritizing demobilization and reinsertion over long-term reintegration.

Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration
After the 2001 Agreement on Provisional Arrangements in Afghanistan Pending the Re-establishment of Permanent Government Institutions, better known as the Bonn Agreement,
Western powers gradually realized that their early accommodation of Northern Alliance leaders
could prove problematic as warlords such as Atta Mohammad Noor, General Abdul Rashid
Dostum, and Ismael Khan fought each other and resisted government interference in areas under their control. Without a functioning Afghan police force or army, and amid fears of factional
control in Kabul, the UN Security Council mandated the International Security Assistance
Force (ISAF) to provide security. However, the initial U.S. resistance to an ISAF role outside
Kabul meant that only in 2003 did the council authorize it to help secure the countryside.

6
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By that time, warlords had asserted their control. In Kabul, the Shura-ye Nazar faction
was consolidating its grip on security ministries. The militias of Defense Minister Mohammad
Qasim Fahim (also known as Marshal Fahim) were in Kabul, albeit in barracks, which worried
diplomats. As a journalist at the time wrote, “Karzai finds himself a virtual prisoner in the palace,
guarded by U.S. personnel because the Northern Alliance troops of his defense minister, General Mohammed Fahim, may not be sufficiently trusted with his life.”6 Fahim used his position
to appoint Shura-ye Nazar affiliated commanders in the new Afghan Military Force (AMF), an
eight corps structure superimposed on the militias of the Northern Alliance, which was formally
dissolved in April 2002.7 Kabul and the northeast, the Panjshiri heartland, “saw an almost immediate proliferation of military units, with no less than 14 divisions and several smaller units in
existence by the end of 2002.” The west was given only four divisions and the south another four
(AMF unit names do not correspond to Western military unit sizes).8 The payroll was hugely
inflated, defense officials claiming “outrageous figures” up to 230,000 AMF, and reportedly incorporated many “ghost soldiers,” according to a former high-level DDR official.
Problematically, the Bonn Agreement contained no detailed provision on DDR. According to Barnett Rubin, drafters’ initial inclusion of a paragraph calling for DDR of unofficial
forces—a common component in peace deals—received a “furious” reaction. Northern Alliance delegates “claimed it was dishonourable to take arms from the mujahideen.”9 The final
text read, “Upon the official transfer of power, all mujahidin, Afghan armed forces and armed
groups in the country shall come under the command and control of the Interim Authority,
and be reorganized according to the requirements of the new Afghan security and armed
forces.” The agreement also included a pledge by the conference’s participants “to withdraw all
military units from Kabul and other urban centers or other areas in which the UN mandated
force is deployed.”10
Diplomats and policymakers saw the disarmament of the AMF militias as a precondition
for security, but they also recognized that it could provoke a negative reaction from Panjshiris
(a reference to the Panjshir Valley from which many members of the Shura-ye Nazar faction of
Jamiat-i Islami—once led by Ahmad Shah Massoud—came). They were “already under considerable pressure to release their stranglehold on the Ministry of Defense”—one of many times
foreigners in Afghanistan confronted trade-offs between short-term stability and long-term
reform. Western powers had initially been reluctant to antagonize the Panjshiris.
During conferences in Tokyo and Geneva in 2002, international policymakers agreed to
security sector reform measures: army training, police training, justice, counternarcotics, and
DDR. Lead nations would take responsibility for each component: the United States for the
army; Germany, the police; Italy, the justice sector; the UK,counternarcotics; and Japan, DDR.
When pressure for DDR began to build in 2003, other elements of security sector reform
(SSR) were lagging behind. Opium production had soared, and Afghanistan “reclaimed its
position as the world’s foremost supplier of opiates.” Italian-led judicial reform, crucial to tackling the culture of impunity and to institutionalizing the rule of law, was in 2004 deemed to
be “drifting rudderless.”11 The security sector was “in a state of disarray, its infrastructure destroyed, resources limited and facing a shortage of human capacity.”12 The police and army had
not been regularly replenished with newly trained officers since the Najibullah government
collapsed in 1992, and ministries had fallen prey to the patronage of whoever controlled them
at any given time.13
International concern about the security situation grew through 2003, when the U.S. government—distracted by the Iraq war—wanted to show progress in Afghanistan in advance of
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both the U.S. and the Afghan presidential elections of 2004. During a meeting of diplomats
and UN and ISAF officials in August 2003 to discuss the continued presence of Fahim’s militia
in Kabul, the deputy head of the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA), Jean
Arnault, stated that the demilitarization of the main population centers by June 2004 was “a
necessary condition for the holding of free and fair elections.”14
In 2003, as pressure from donors and some Karzai allies mounted, the AMF Deputy Defense Minister General Atiqullah Baryalai—a close ally of Fahim—proposed a plan in which
a new Afghan National Army (ANA) was formed from “demobilized, reorganized, retrained
and winnowed-down units of mujahidin” to be led by the Defense Ministry. In essence, his
plan amounted to the Panjshiris’ retaining power, “further legitimized by the international community’s support for the DDR program and ANA.” By then, however, the United States and
the UN favored a new army made up of recruits untainted by factional allegiances. They also
envisaged reforming the Defense Ministry, with the ultimate aim of removing Fahim.15 The first
DDR program thus became an attempt to push back against the influence of former Northern
Alliance power brokers, particularly Fahim; paving the way for a new army; and also securing
the Afghan presidential elections, scheduled for 2004.
Even the expedient, short-term training of troops and police progressed more slowly than
planned. The original aim was to train eighteen thousand troops by October 2003. Yet by June
2004 only eleven thousand recruits had graduated.16 Thus, when the international community
started to discuss seriously the disarmament of the AMF in 2003 the UN had only just mandated the ISAF to expand its presence. As a result, no viable international or Afghan force could
provide security in place of warlords.
Planning continued regardless. The UN would lead the first DDR program on behalf of
the Afghan government, and in 2003, the Afghanistan New Beginnings Program (ANBP) was
created for this purpose. It was headed by UN official Sultan Aziz, who was later replaced by
retired British Army officer Peter Babbington, who had been involved in DDR in Sierra Leone.
A former senior DDR official who played an important role in the design of the first program
said, “I am not sure any of us had DDR experience. But we did research into previous DDR
literature and lessons learned. Of course the UN was institutionally well aware of DDR.”
The Defense Ministry would select individuals and units for participation in the ANBP.
These individuals would then be vetted by regional verification committees of one government
official, one ANBP official, and three to five village elders. Reintegration would be carried out by
the ANBP. This program—costing almost $150 million, most of which was paid for by Japan—
only targeted members of the AMF. The DDR program’s two overarching goals were “(1) to
break the historic patriarchal chain of command existing between the former commanders and
their men; and (2) to provide the demobilised personnel with the ability to become economically independent—the ultimate objective being to reinforce the authority of the government.”17
The design for the most part followed the UN template: disarmament followed by demobilization and then reintegration. But whereas in other countries disarmament took place in
camp-like settings, Afghanistan’s geography made such an approach unrealistic. Instead, former
combatants would hand in weapons in mobile disarmament units and then go to ANBP regional offices for demobilization. Ex-combatants were provided with clothes and sacks of rice
or flour and cooking oil. Initially the reinsertion package also included money ($200), but this
led to problems with participants having to hand it over to commanders, so it was dropped.
Participants were, however, offered employment and educational options and advised to come
back two weeks later to select one of the reintegration packages. The reintegration element was
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copied from elsewhere, the former DDR official explained: “We analyzed the type of reintegration programs established elsewhere and their success rates. All reintegration programs we
looked at were in Africa.”
DDR in Afghanistan was, therefore, mostly copied from elsewhere. But Afghanistan’s
post-2001 politics differed fundamentally from those in other countries that hosted DDR
programs. In Angola, Mozambique, Sierra Leone, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cambodia, El
Salvador, and Nicaragua, DDR had been an outcome of peace negotiations between formerly
warring parties. In Afghanistan, however, as Barnett Rubin wrote at the time,
one side in the armed conflict, the Taliban and al-Qaeda, was in the process of being
bombed out of office by the US military, while four factions met in Bonn under UN
auspices to decide how to create a successor government. Only one of those groups, the
Islamic United Front for the Salvation of Afghanistan (UF or Northern Alliance) commanded troops in the field, and it was a loosely organized coalition of very different
groups, brought together only by their opposition to the Taliban.18

Afghanistan thus lacked the preconditions for successful DDR described later by the UN
Department for Peacekeeping Operations: a negotiated peace deal that provides a legal framework for DDR, trust in the peace process, willingness of the parties to the conflict to disarm, and
minimum security guarantee.19 Despite low levels of violence and weariness of fighting, many
commanders and fighters still feared for their safety. It was unclear who would provide security
when they disarmed. Many still competed for power with rivals, for which ties to militias were
crucial, even if violence was seldom used openly. In the south, commanders backed by foreign
forces to fight against the Taliban could use the money and weapons they were given to target
their rivals. The statebuilding language and policies, and DDR in particular, were used to push
back the military power of one group only when it was politically convenient and without taking into consideration the fact that related policies, like the reform of the security forces, were
lagging behind.
That DDR focused on only one group was visible in its implementation and keenly felt by
the Panjshiris. First, it targeted the AMF. The strategic implications of that were obvious to the
Panjshiris who dominated the AMF and to allied commanders across the country. Non-AMF
commanders would remain armed, as would the thousands of Taliban who had slipped across
the border to Pakistan with their weapons. Fearful of rivals exploiting their disarmament, commanders generally kept as many weapons as they could, facilitated by the fact that there was
no way to verify that they were handing in all their weapons and no mechanism to force them
to do so.20
Second, DDR was most concerned with former Northern Alliance commanders in their
northern and western heartlands. In the south, U.S-led coalition forces hunting Taliban and
al-Qaeda, without official Afghan security forces, relied on AMF militias for combat operations
and to secure military bases, and opposed including these militias in DDR. “The Americans refused to let us do DDR in southern Afghanistan in the first one and half years,” former program
director Peter Babbington observed. “That created suspicion among the Tajiks that the U.S. was
supporting the Pashtuns.” Baryalai confirmed the statement:
The constitution praised the mujahideen, but in reality it was insulting them by taking
their weapons. It was a zero-sum game for the mujahideen. They thought they were the
targets of this process. A small minority were prepared to give up their weapons. But the
majority did not want to do it at all, or said that they would only submit their weapons if
they could get a government position. My suggestion was to reintegrate any suitable
mujahideen in the ANA and ANP [Afghan National Police]. Those who are not capable
for the army should join the civil sector. Other people should be paid, an amount consummate with their rank.
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DDR could not break the
link between mid-level
commanders and their
men—its primary goal. Often
it even reinforced patronclient relations between
commanders and their men.

Third, given that DDR was meant to pave the way for a new army of recruits untainted with
past factional affiliations, few reintegration opportunities in the ANA existed for the AMF commanders, even though it would have been the most logical route for many of them, given their
little work experience off the battlefield. U.S. army general Karl Eikenberry, responsible for SSR
and aiming to build a new army, insisted on a 10 percent cap on DDR participants entering the
ANA.21 Although this decision was perhaps understandable, former ANBP officials considered
it a “strategic mistake.” This lack of opportunities in the new ANA was compounded by the overall lack of attention to reintegration. Afghans pushed for more reintegration incentives. Donors
and the ANBP, which was managed by ex-military figures, however, focused more on the disarmament and demobilization. “When the program was set up we were very focused on preparing
the groundwork for disarmament and demobilization, at the expense of reintegration,” a former
DDR official explained. “In hindsight we would focus much more on reintegration before disarmament and demobilization.”
According to official figures, in July 2005, as the program ended, 63,380 ex-combatants had
been demobilized and 55,054 had received reintegration benefits.22 However, Caroline Hartzell estimates that 80 percent of the participants were “selected to participate in the process by
commanders who sought to retain control of seasoned troops.”23 DDR could not break the
link between mid-level commanders and their men—its primary goal. Often it even reinforced
patron-client relations between commanders and their men.
DDR paved the way for the ANA, which is generally regarded as more competent than the
ANP. However, the case studies show that a DDR program aimed only at the AMF, offering
only limited reintegration opportunities in the new army, and staged amid multiple continuing
conflicts (the war on terror often mapped onto local conflicts) resulted in powerful actors either
not supporting DDR or using it to their own ends. DDR thus proved largely ineffective at disarming AMF commanders, was overshadowed by rearmament campaigns, and deepened the
political exclusion that became a main driver of militarization, insurgency, and other violence.
Former AMF commanders who had good connections with political patrons in Kabul, mostly those at the senior (regional and provincial) level, were able to obtain attractive government positions. Many ended up in the ANP. This “reintegration” took place through personal connections
rather than the formal DDR program and left command structures intact. “The commanders
just took their fighters into the police, but they were not under control of the MOI [Ministry of
Interior],” former U.S. Agency for International Development official Richard Scarth explained.
“The government gave the bad guys to the MOI,” a former high-level MOI official pointed out.
There were differences among the international community and the Afghan government. One group [President Karzai and U.S. Ambassador Khalilzad] wanted stability
first and the other ones [the Westernized faction of the Karzai government, which at that
time included MOI minister Jalali] wanted the rule of law first. But the last group was
sidelined. We compromised for short-term stability and we can see the consequences in
the long run, the bad rule of law, the instability.

Former AMF commanders without good connections in Kabul, many of them mid-level
(provincial and district-level) commanders, were not able to obtain an attractive government
position, as political connections rather than DDR procedures determined reintegration. Most
of their foot soldiers had self-demobilized after 2001 and had gone home to a life of farming,
but the commanders’ careers had been made on the battlefield.24 As mentioned, the official
DDR process offered only limited reintegration opportunities in the new army. However, because their non-AMF rivals remained armed, the commanders also sought to remain armed.
Some in the south could rearm as Afghan Security Guards, which were militias working with
the U.S. Special Operations Forces to secure their bases and assist them in combat.
10
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Other commanders who lost out through DDR started operating against the government,
some joining the insurgency—examples of this run throughout the case studies. This development contributed significantly to rising insecurity after 2004, at about the time the Taliban
was reorganizing in Pakistan, a factor that so far has received little attention in the mainstream
analysis of Afghanistan’s destabilization. “For three years [after the Bonn Conference] we had
everything, there was peace and security,” Marshal Fahim said in a 2008 interview. “When
Karzai tried to make his own government and ousted the mujahideen, [this led to] insecurity.
Now there is fighting everywhere.” His former right-hand man Baryalai was more direct: “The
generation who fought against the communists started fighting against the government.”

Disbanding Illegal Armed Groups
In December 2004, the top American commander in Afghanistan, Lieutenant General David
W. Barno, overseeing seventeen thousand coalition troops, argued that three wars were raging: the hunt for Taliban and al-Qaeda leaders, the campaign against Taliban and al-Qaeda
networks, and the battle against provincial warlords, drugs traffickers, and other “centrifugal
forces.”25 This last group included former AMF commanders who had been able to keep their
now illegal militia intact in spite of the first DDR program. The UN wrote, “The groups supporting illegal weapons ownership perpetuate the drug industry, impose illegal taxes on individuals in reconstruction projects and impede the progress of state expansion.”26
The initiative for a program targeting illegal militias (the term illegal armed groups, or IAGs,
was adopted later) appears to have come from the Westernized faction of the Karzai administration, which included former communication minister Mohammad Masoom Stanekzai and
Minister of Interior Ali Ahmad Jalali. Presidential Decree no. 50 from July 2004 defined all
groups outside the Afghan Military Forces as illegal and called for their disbandment. In 2005,
a planning cell within the ANBP identified 1,870 illegal militias, numbering about 129,000
men and some 336,000 small arms and light weapons. The problem was probably graver. An
internal ISAF document on the Disbandment of Illegal Armed Groups program (DIAG)
estimated four to six million small arms in Afghanistan.27 A later internal DIAG study listed
3,200 commanders, each with between five and three hundred men.
The DIAG program was more Afghan owned than the internationally driven DDR. The
Disarmament and Reintegration Commission (including representatives of the relevant ministries, foreign donors, UN, EU, ISAF, and the coalition forces, and chaired by then Vice President Mohammad Karim Khalili) assumed “the dual role of DIAG steering committee and
high-level policy lead for the process, giving it strategic direction and coordinating the various
actors engaged in it at the political level.” The Joint Secretariat ( JS)—which included representatives from security institutions, UNAMA and ISAF, and DIAG provincial committees
(chaired by the governor and with provincial representatives from relevant ministries)—was
principally responsible for implementation. The blueprint was flexible, allowing for regionally
specific implementation.28
In its first five years, the program received more than $36 million.29 Again Japan was the
main donor. Publicly, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)—involved
through its management of the ANBP—stated that DIAG was meant to be more than a
nationwide weapons collection and was created in part to rid the country of parallel-armed
structures. “Its ultimate objective is to allow the re-establishment of the rule of law through the
promotion of good governance.”30 Internally, however, DIAG was seen as “a weapons collection programme supported by community development incentives.”31
USIP.ORG
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In advance of its main phase, DIAG sought to reduce the number of public officials with
links to IAGs. First, it targeted commanders who had registered as candidates in the parliamentary elections in September 2005. The JS compiled a list of 1,108 candidates with potential
links to armed groups and passed it to the independent Electoral Complaints Commission
(ECC), which provisionally disqualified 207 candidates, leading to the submission of 4,857
weapons from 124 candidates.
Eventually, however, the ECC, under pressure from the government and the international community, chose to exclude only thirty-four of the remaining eighty-three candidates from the ballot.
After the vote, the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission argued that more than
80 percent of the winning candidates (60 percent in Kabul) maintained ties to IAGs. The effort to
reduce the number of government officials with links to such groups was similarly inauspicious. The
JS compiled a list of six hundred suspected cases but could reach consensus on only forty-one, five
of which were dismissed and eight partially or fully complied with the request to disarm.32
DIAG’s initial failures showed again how deeply entrenched patronage networks were in
the Afghan government and society.33 The Disarmament and Reintegration Committee head,
Vice President Khalili, appeared second on DIAG’s list of ten most politically influential commanders, according to a former DIAG official. As with DDR, DIAG suffered from the accommodation approach of the Karzai government and its international allies. Especially in the
run-up to the 2005 parliamentary polls, they preferred to avoid taking on commanders they
believed could cause instability. This “sent a signal to non-state actors that the government was
not serious about disarmament.”34
As a result, DIAG was unable to break patronage links—not only between commanders and
their fighters but also between commanders and their patrons in government, who helped the
commanders evade disarmament. As the case studies show, during the program’s main phase,
which targeted IAGs across the country, high-profile government ministries, even those directly
involved in the program, obstructed and subverted it. Locally, the composition of the DIAG provincial committees often included governors or chiefs of police whose close ties to IAGs were
widely known.
Again reintegration proved challenging. After some debate among the ANBP, ISAF,
American coalition forces, main donors, and the Defense Ministry, it was decided that participants should not get individual reintegration packages. This was a major shift from DDR and
reflected Western reluctance to reward “criminals.”35 Instead, DIAG provided only development projects “to those districts which become compliant and free of IAGS,” assuming that
communities could influence the mobilization and demobilization of militias. This assumption,
however—which both DIAG and the later ALP program were based on—was outdated.36 As a
former DIAG official said, “That idea was based on the Afghan social structure before 1978.”37
Wars had since disrupted this structure, and community enforcement was not feasible.
DIAG differed from DDR in other ways too. It provided for the use of force by government forces or, failing that, ISAF against those who refused to comply. However, from the start,
ISAF had strong reservations about disarming militias forcibly. As early as January 2005, ISAF
officials warned that without reinforcements of Afghan police, “the destabilization of whole
regions is at stake.”38 International troops encountered more resistance than expected during
their expansion into the southern provinces in 2006 and were immediately drawn into intensive
counterinsurgency operations. With so much effort spent on fighting the Taliban, ISAF was reluctant to support the forceful disarmament of IAGs. A former DIAG official said that ISAF’s
unwillingness to contribute to DIAG significantly weighed on its failure. “They did not want to
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upset the balance of power in their area; they were thinking in six-month terms. They torpedoed
us in any way they could,” a former DIAG official said.
DIAG officials thus tended to target “low hanging fruit,” focusing on districts that “could
easily be brought up to DIAG compliance levels.”39 These were generally areas with low levels
of violence, where militias were weak, and where there was little at stake for international actors.
High-threat illegal armed groups were excluded.40 Therefore, as with DDR, efforts focused on
northern and western provinces.41 As they did with DDR, former Northern Alliance commanders saw the program as a one-sided move against them, only now coming as the threat from the
Taliban mounted.
Another reason behind ISAF’s and the coalition forces’ reluctance to support DIAG was
their frequent collaboration with unofficial militias targeted for disbandment. As the training
of a new army and police progressed more slowly than expected and the insurgency staged ever
more violent attacks, international forces increasingly relied on militias for combat operations and
securing bases. Internal documents on DIAG reveal how desperate ISAF and coalition forces
were for additional troops. One, an ANBP discussion document from January 25, 2005—which
included comments from donors, the UN, the Ministry of Defense (MOD), ISAF, and the coalition forces—discusses the DIAG category of local militias, or “small armed groups protecting
villages against raiders.” ISAF commented, “To come up with security gaps, could some of those
local militias be temporarily registered and assist ANP? They would promise to follow a code of
conduct and obey the governor.”
Another internal ISAF document, this one from March 16, 2005, states that these militias
can be disbanded “only after Afghan National Police reaches the capability to provide security
throughout Afghanistan.” Later documents list militias working for foreign troops and international security companies separately from other IAGs. They suggest that the Afghan government
would legitimize these particular militias: “By giving these groups legitimacy, they can immediately be discounted as far as an illegal militias disbandment programme is concerned.”42
For some militias—those working with the international military troops or operating in
areas where they were deployed—DIAG therefore resulted not in their disbandment but in
a push for their legalization. This was done mostly through the registration of private security
companies and a series of militia programs that the United States supported from 2006 onward: the Afghan National Auxiliary Police in 2006, the Afghan Public Protection Program,
the Community Defense Initiative, the Local Defense Initiative, the Critical Infrastructure
Program (CIP), and most recently the Afghan Local Police (ALP), which was started in 2010
and continues today. International forces did not initiate all programs. Formally, many were
managed by the government. In reality, though, “they often had closer relationships with foreign
forces than with the government.”43
By the beginning of 2011, DIAG had collected 49,786 weapons. These were fewer than
15 percent of the program’s target, and fewer than 50 percent were categorized as usable.44 The
last UNDP annual report from the end of 2010 said in total 759 IAGs had been disbanded.
It claimed this was 94 percent of its target, even though initial estimations put the number of
militias between 1,870 and 3,200. The DIAG program, originally planned to end in 2007, still
exists as part of the Afghan Peace and Reintegration Program and has cells in the MOI and the
MOD. According to Afghan officials, DIAG collected only weapons from participants in the
APRP and from defeated insurgents. However, according to a well-informed, high-level Afghan
government official, “DIAG still exists on paper, but in term of content and quality it does not.”
His view, which others shared, was that
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everyone has a different perception about DIAG, but I believe the increasing insurgency
and the widening corruption are rooted in the poor implementation of DIAG and the
presence of irresponsible armed groups in Afghanistan.

On paper, DIAG had perhaps the most potential of all DDR programs in that it covered all
illegal armed groups in Afghanistan. It came at a crucial time, when some former commanders
were deciding whether to join the expanding insurgency—especially in the south and the east.
However, it offered no benefits to individual participants, and at the same time, foreign troops
who were supposed to enforce compliance refrained from doing so because they were wary of
rocking the boat in an already insecure environment. DIAG lacked both carrots and sticks and
overall has had scant impact on Afghanistan’s informal security sector. The commanders featured
in the case studies, who participated in DIAG, actually became more heavily armed afterward.
Some benefited from the legalization of their militias, which, ironically, was arguably DIAG’s
main impact.
DDR reinforced political exclusion because it enabled powerful commanders to take out
their rivals and obtain attractive government positions. DIAG targeted illegal militias, many
of whom were ex-AMF commanders who were not well-connected enough to enter government after DDR and also not effectively disarmed. As the insurgency gathered pace, the most
powerful among them benefited from the militia programs, which enabled them to take on
weaker commanders, a dynamic that again reinforced political exclusion. The next two sections examine what happened to those who were left out and the programs designed to bring
insurgents back into the fold.

Programme Tahkim Sulh
Although Taliban commanders and fighters had been disarmed ad hoc after their regime collapsed, they had not been officially included in a DDR program. In 2005, rather than including
them in the DIAG program, a separate program—Programme Takhim Sulh, or Strengthening
Peace Program—would be created for them. Thus different programs targeted different groups—
and at different times, given that the first program started in 2003. As the case studies show,
this had a profoundly negative effect on the calculations of the commanders targeted and their
willingness to participate.
The Taliban’s separate treatment was rooted in the fact that the post-2001 political order was
based not on a peace agreement between the warring parties but on the victory of U.S. allies and
the exclusion of the Taliban. The head of the UN delegation, Lakhdar Brahimi, later said that
the Taliban’s exclusion at the Bonn Conference was a mistake but that “any talk about reaching
out to the Taliban or those of them who might agree to join the Bonn process was unceremoniously dismissed.” Francesc Vendrell, the personal representative of the secretary-general in
Afghanistan at the time of the Bonn Conference, observed that everyone knew that inviting
Taliban leaders would be unacceptable to the United States and as a result none of the parties
to the talks suggested doing so.45
The U.S. response to negotiations in Kandahar in December 2001 between Karzai and highlevel Taliban officials who said they acted on Mullah Omar’s behalf also revealed the uncompromising American position. In return for amnesty, the Taliban reportedly agreed to surrender Kandahar to a mediator, hand over weapons, go home, and abstain from politics. Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld said amnesty was unacceptable.46 President George W. Bush declared, “No cave
is deep enough to escape the patient justice of the United States of America.”47 The overriding
concern was to seek retribution for the September 11th attacks and prevent terrorist groups from
sheltering in Afghanistan. Many Taliban ended up in Guantanamo, where some remain.
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In reality, loyalties were more fluid than simple Taliban versus anti-Taliban. In the autumn of
2001, Taliban commanders and fighters switched sides en masse, showing the same pragmatism
that Afghan combatants have displayed through decades of war. Examples in the case studies
abound: Taliban commander Amir Gul from Baghlan district Baghlan-e-Jadid joined Jamiat
troops before they entered Kunduz; in Kunduz, former Hezb-e Islami commanders from an influential Uzbek family, the Ibrahimis, incorporated fighters who had previously defected to the
Taliban into their militias; in Helmand, many Taliban fighters joined the militias of former jihadi
commanders Sher Mohammad Akhunzada and Malem Mir Wali; and in Uruzgan, Taliban fighters joined the former jihadi commander Sultan Mohammad Barakzai’s militia. In fact—despite
the official reintegration programs for insurgents in the second half of the 2000s—it appears that
the most successful reintegration of Taliban mid-level commanders and foot soldiers since 2001
took place informally and around this time.
Once victorious commanders claimed positions, particularly in new local administrations, it
became clear that former regime members would be excluded. Many of “those who found themselves in power in the system that emerged after 2001 benefited from maintaining the Taliban as
a hostile force and the main threat to the regime,” writes Michael Semple.48 New power brokers
targeted even those former Taliban who had surrendered for disarmament. In the best-case scenarios the ex-combatants were able to strike a deal, handing over their weapons to a trusted tribal
elder or to the local strongman and then go home or escape to Pakistan. But for many surrendering
Taliban, disarmament was at gunpoint and accompanied by looting, beatings, rape, and killings.
In the predominantly Pashtun south, the new power brokers often portrayed their personal
rivals as Taliban, who were then targeted for disarmament. As the case studies on Uruzgan and
Helmand show, this often included violent repression. The case studies on Kunduz and Baghlan illustrate how, in the ethnically diverse north, revenge was taken on Pashtuns seen as associated with the Taliban rule. As early as 2002, Human Rights Watch highlighted the “killings,
sexual violence, beatings, extortion, and looting” in Pashtun villages in the northern provinces.49
In 2005, the United States, apparently motivated to free up troops for Iraq, supported plans
to offer amnesty to mid-level insurgent commanders and their fighters in exchange for their surrender. In anticipation of the Afghan government’s launch of the PTS, the U.S. military started to
register low-level Taliban willing to disarm and return home. “By next summer we’ll have a much
better sense if the security threat is diminished as a result of, say, a significant reconciliation with
large numbers of Taliban,” Lieutenant General Barno said in December 2004.50
In the meantime, Karzai, contending with strong former Northern Alliance factions in the
transitional administration, tried to reach out to marginalized Pashtuns. In a speech to a gathering of ulema (religious scholars) in Kabul in April 2003, he said that “the ordinary Taliban
who are real and honest sons of this country” were different to those “who still use the Taliban
cover to disturb peace and security in the country.” No one had “the right to harass/persecute
anyone under the name of Talib/Taliban anymore.”51
The PTS was established in March 2005 by presidential decree. It had twelve offices, mostly in the south and east, and was supported by the United States, the UK, and the Netherlands.
Participants had to disarm and accept the constitution in exchange for guarantees they would
not be arrested. The program also saw detainees released from the U.S.-controlled Parwan
detention center and Guantanamo (529 detainees were released, according to the Small Wars
Journal ).52 None were high-level commanders; in fact, Karzai and U.S. Ambassador Zalmay
Khalilzad made a list of around 150 Taliban who were not eligible for amnesty, though that
was later reversed.
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Lieutenant General Barno predicted that the Taliban insurgency would collapse in a few
months’ time as rank-and-file Taliban accepted the government’s reconciliation offer. However, an expanding insurgency showed this was not the case. Despite the expanding insurgency,
PTS administrators’ claimed to have brought in 8,700 by the program’s end in July 2011. The
International Crisis Group quoted UK and U.S. officials saying that figure was highly inflated.
Also, half of those benefiting from PTS support were not actually insurgents, according to an
unreleased UN study cited in a report from Harvard and Tufts Universities, and research for
this report supports these findings. According to a tribal elder who supported the PTS, the
head of its Uruzgan office compiled lists of fake Taliban. “They registered ‘fake Taliban’—no
one knew them. It was a total lie. In reality, the PTS head was bringing his men from his own
tribe. I didn’t know even one of those so-called Taliban.”53
What went wrong? Although, in contrast to DDR, the program was Afghan owned, its
influence seemed limited to the patronage network of its head, Sigbhatullah Mojaddedi, a
former speaker of the National Assembly’s upper house, former interim president after the fall
of the Najibullah government in 1992, and leader of Jebh-e Nejat-e Milli (National Liberation
Front). It had no clear strategy for the reintegration of insurgents. PTS also suffered from weak
institutional arrangements. It had few offices, was understaffed, underresourced, and opaque.
According to PTS officials, outreach to the Taliban was left to elders of the particular
areas who also functioned as a vetting committee. If they believed a candidate qualified, they
sent a letter guaranteeing his cooperation to Kabul. In response, the commission would issue
a letter signed by Mojaddedi and with a fingerprint from the participant, which stated that he
accepted the constitution. The commission would also request that the governor help him, for
example, by giving land.
However, interviews in June 2008 with participants who were in the Kabul PTS office and
claimed to be with the Taliban or Hezb-e-Islami in Helmand, Kunar, and Uruzgan, suggest
that the PTS program offered little beyond the letter. They had no place to stay in Kabul but
could not return to their home provinces. Fighting was still raging there. The letter from PTS
head Mojaddedi would not guarantee help from local governments, who, until recently, they
had been fighting. Instead, they said, they feared for their lives.
The challenges that the PTS program faced went beyond simple issues of management
and funding and reflected the fact that neither side was genuinely interested in reconciliation.
The Taliban, possibly influenced by Pakistan, blocked the PTS scheme. Mullah Obaidullah
Akhund, a deputy of Mullah Omar, told Reuters that the Taliban would “never surrender.”54 In
reality, the movement was divided: Hard-liners were intent on the armed struggle, and a more
politically oriented faction “hoped for encouragement from the Afghan government, and in its
absence [was] paralyzed.”55 Mullah Omar’s chief lieutenants, as mentioned, failed to reach a
settlement with Karzai in the last phase of the war in 2001. A subsequent initiative to create a
political party also faltered. By the time the Karzai government started to show some interest
in the political party initiative in 2005 because of the growing insurgency, it was too late for
“potential peace-makers” on the insurgent side to play a major role in reconciliation.56
Karzai himself had what is described as an “irresolute” and “short-sighted” approach to negotiations with insurgent leaders and used his appeals to Mullah Omar and Gulbuddin Hekmatyar mostly to his own political advantage, “portraying himself and his politics of patronage
as the lynchpin of any future power-sharing arrangement.” Attempts to cultivate members of
Hekmatyar’s Hezb-e-Islami faction yielded more promising results. Hezb-e-Islami registered
as a party in 2005, and by 2012, negotiations had led to almost fifty members of its political
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wing to “hold positions in the cabinet, parliament and civilian ministries or serve as provincial
governors and in district-level government offices,” even though an armed wing under command of Hekmatyar kept operating against the Karzai government.57
Senior Taliban who did reconcile (as happened with twelve of the 142 Taliban figures named
in the UN Security Council sanctions list by 2008) usually did so not through official programs
but through what Semple calls “political sponsorship”—an informal process in which Taliban
leaders sought the protection and support of a senior figure in the administration based on an
old acquaintance or network links. The National Security Council, which included officials close
to Karzai, played a central role in holding secret talks and reconciling insurgent commanders.
The former president’s brother, Abdul Qayum Karzai, was also closely involved.58
Meanwhile, international efforts to talk with insurgents “suffered from too many external
actors with diverse interests and divergent strategies,” with many bilateral contacts between
insurgents and officials from the United States, the UK, Germany, and other European countries.59 Without structured peace talks, the UK and United States considered the PTS a national security instrument used to encourage insurgents to surrender and yield intelligence
rather than to reconcile. On U.S. efforts to release Taliban detainees from the Parwan detention center and Guantanamo, Colonel David Lamm, who served as chief of staff of the Combined Forces Command in Afghanistan in 2004 and 2005, wrote, “The purpose was not simply
one of goodwill, but sound strategy: We sought to create seams, fissures and doubt among the
insurgent groups, al-Qaeda, the Taliban and the home-grown organization of Afghan Islamist
warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar.”60
In the absence of a wider peace process that included all parties to the conflict and neighboring
countries, and addressed insurgent grievances like the predatory government and the presence of
foreign forces, the PTS offered participants only unconditional surrender to former foes. They had
little reason to believe that these officials would give them a decent job or piece of land. Taliban
leaders had not consented to the reintegration, so participants risked retaliation. Amid heavy fighting, the Afghan government and international military could not guarantee security, despite their
promises. The same problems complicated the many ad hoc and smaller-scale provincial reintegration activities by officials, tribal elders, and international provincial reconstruction teams (PRTs).
Eventually those who profited most from official and unofficial reintegration programs were the
local and national elites and their patronage networks. This again strengthened a political order
that excluded important leaders and those that relied on their patronage.

Afghanistan Peace and Reintegration Program
After the start of the PTS, the insurgency expanded and adopted new tactics, such as suicide
bombings and the use of improvised explosive devices. By 2008, the U.S. military started to
request more troops to Afghanistan, and in 2009, newly inaugurated President Barack Obama
decided on a “surge” of thirty thousand U.S. troops, bringing their total to just over one hundred thousand in 2011. However, he also put a deadline on their deployment, stating they
would start coming home by July 2011.
In this context, the APRP was started in June 2010, combining (at least on paper) the
“reintegration” of mid-level Taliban commanders and fighters with high-level “reconciliation”
talks. At strategic and political levels, efforts would focus on the leadership of the insurgency.
At the operational level, it would be geared toward reintegration of foot soldiers, small groups,
and local leaders.61 Behind this two-track approach lay considerable divergences between the
various Afghan and international stakeholders on what the program aimed to do.
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At the January 2010 London Conference on Afghanistan, Western donors pledged $140
million to reintegrate “reconcilable” insurgent commanders and their foot soldiers. ISAF, now
under the command of General David Petraeus, and those donors funding APRP hoped that
the reintegration of low- and mid-level fighters would help convince insurgent leaders to negotiate. It would complement an increase in the number of Afghan and international troops and
an intensified kill-capture campaign designed to sow “distrust and discontent inside the ranks
of insurgent groups, ultimately persuading them they have no chance of succeeding militarily.”62
This view understood reintegration as “a COIN [counterinsurgency] instrument, a militarydriven surrender mechanism, but not a serious mechanism to make peace.”63
In contrast, many UN and Afghan officials believed that the two tracks should run in parallel. “It is very difficult to have reintegration without a peace process,” one UN official observed.
However, during a National Consultative Peace jirga in early June 2010 that preceded Karzai’s
signing off on the APRP, major donors, especially ISAF, pressed for quick implementation
of the reintegration component. The APRP thus evolved based on divergent conceptions of
how reintegration should be related to military and political processes. It is led by the seventymember High Peace Council (HPC), the public face of negotiations with insurgents, which was
headed first by Professor Burhanuddin Rabbani and then, after his assassination, his son. It is
implemented by the same Joint Secretariat (currently under the direction of its chief executive
officer Minister Masoom Stanekzai) that worked on DIAG.
The official APRP documents list ISAF and UNAMA as participants in the JS to assist with information, security operations, strategic communications, and government delivery
down to the local level.64 Both the HPC and the JS were established in the autumn of 2010.
Many have criticized the HPC membership, the complaints centering on the prominence of
former mujahideen factional leaders, the lack of neutral figures, and the continuity between the
sluggish administration for past DDR initiatives and the current secretariat.
Provincial peace councils and technical teams to support provincial and district governors
replicated this setup in the provinces. The governors played a central role “in coordinating the
support of line ministries with local peace and reintegration processes.”65 The UN and ISAF
(through its Force Reintegration Cell F-RIC) were responsible for coordinating the support of
the international community for the APRP, though the F-RIC is now disbanded.
The program does aim to incorporate lessons from its predecessors. Compared with previous
programs, reintegration assistance was more comprehensive. APRP would offer not only employment to participants but also better protection, opportunities for grievance resolution—for
both them and the communities into which they would reintegrate—and a ninety-day period
of “deradicalization.”
The reintegration process as described in the APRP documentation consists of three phases.
The first—social outreach, confidence building, and negotiation— involves district and provincial officials and peace council members reaching out to interested insurgents and mediating
between them and the communities in which they will reintegrate to resolve grievances that
may generate violence.
The second—demobilization—includes vetting (a review of both identity and past actions),
being registered (including the collection of biometric data), assessing the individual and community, managing weapons, protection from targeting by government or international forces,
and providing security and transition assistance to meet basic needs ($120 monthly for three
months). The individual is eligible for political amnesty if he agrees to respect the Afghan Constitution and renounces violence and terrorism.
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The third phase—consolidation of peace—presents demobilized combatants and communities with “community recovery packages based on a standard needs assessment.” Options
include integration into the Afghan National Security Forces, vocational and literacy training,
religious mentoring, education and enrollment in a public works or agriculture conservation
corps, and work on local projects.
Having been in operation for five years, and a few months before its official end date in
June 2015, the APRP has around ten thousand participants. However, analysts, diplomats, and
some donors express concerns about its output: numbers are low, they include many noninsurgents, and most come from the north and west of the country—not the Taliban heartlands.66
These results are particularly disappointing given that on paper the APRP offers the most
comprehensive reintegration package of all four DDR programs and that its design includes
lessons from previous ones. “We took the lessons into account and still it is not working,” one
diplomat said.
A primary initial challenge was setting up its ambitious infrastructure that included peace
councils and local secretariats in the provinces, which took longer than anticipated.67 Despite
that, and difficulties with coordination at all levels and between all partners, the APRP program
began reintegrating insurgents from the outset, at first in northern and western provinces. This
led to a number of problems.
First, each of the three phases of reintegration was only partially implemented, leaving little
room for grievance resolution, problems with vetting, a lack of clarity regarding amnesties, no
functioning database, and only short-term reintegration assistance available. Second, ISAF assumed many reintegration responsibilities, which reinforced perceptions that the program was
driven by international military imperatives. Third, ISAF’s lead and the lack of guidance and
financial assistance from Kabul alienated potential key partners, such as local government officials, tribal elders, and civil society organizations. Within the UN, many suspected that the lack
of peace talks with the Taliban leadership would undermine the reintegration of rank-and-file
insurgents: a suspicion many Afghans shared.
Four and a half years later, some improvements have been made. Most notably, the program’s
infrastructure seems to be in place, allowing for a higher level of Afghan ownership. Research
for the four case studies in Uruzgan, Helmand, Kunduz, and Baghlan in 2014 found peace
councils and local secretariats up and running. A midterm evaluation report commissioned by
the UN reported in February 2013 that
the APRP has made noteworthy progress in developing its structures, policies and methodologies for the past 2 years, all from the ground up. APRP has established itself with
a strong but as yet unrealized potential to serve all corners of Afghanistan . . . Because
APRP is not reaching its potential, there is too little social outreach, too few armed
groups joining the program, and too few communities, namely those in rural areas where
insurgents wield influence, are receiving recovery projects.68

Despite these technical advances, the APRP’s political side faces much graver challenges—
much like PTS and indeed the other DDR programs. Since the program’s start, the differences
of opinion described previously on the sequencing of reintegration of mid-level commanders and
fighters and peace talks with the Taliban leadership have hindered its progress. The High Peace
Council’s outreach to the Taliban so far appears to have yielded little. Although Western donors,
most importantly the United States, have publicly shifted their stance on talks, accepting their
necessity, and the current (Ashraf ) Ghani government has announced the start of peace talks, at
the moment a comprehensive political settlement including the main Taliban factions still seems
far away.
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Ties of loyalty and patronage within the Taliban movement, according to current and former Taliban commanders and officials and experts on the insurgency, make the engagement of
high-level leaders a precondition for the reintegration of low-level fighters. Although men join
the insurgency for a variety of reasons, over time they are socially, financially, and ideologically
integrated into the movement. Strong ties of loyalty exist between commanders and their men
and upward to the leadership.69
Even if loyalty is wearing thin, defection carries enormous risks if Taliban leaders are not on
board. In southern provinces, many insurgents who lay down their weapons choose not to go
through the APRP, even if that means they receive no assistance. They would rather demobilize
quietly, afraid of retaliation by their former comrades, who, as the case studies show, have assassinated APRP participants and their relatives in the past. Those who do participate often end up
in the ALP by way of protection rather than finding a civilian job as the reintegration program
originally intended, as the case studies show. A former Taliban official explained, “As long as
there are no negotiations with the Taliban leadership, reintegrating mid-level commanders or
fighters will be ineffective.”
Ties within the Taliban movement—and, in turn, its ties with Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence—are not the only reason that reintegrating masses of low-level fighters has proven
difficult. Without a peace process, underlying drivers of the insurgency remain. The APRP can
provide its participants with temporary assistance to get them on their feet in civilian society.
But only genuine political change at the national level can reverse the politically exclusive character of local administrations. Because they do not have the political, economic, and military
support of an established patronage network that in turn has ties in the local and national
government, mid-level commanders and fighters cannot see a future for themselves in society,
as the case studies show.
Combined, these factors mean that few Taliban are interested in the APRP, which they see
as surrendering to an unsavory government and its international allies. “The government should
not ask the Taliban to surrender,” Haji Utmanzai, an HPC member and prominent tribal elder
from Kunduz, said in an interview. “That is not peace. Both the Taliban and the government
should compromise.” Hakim Munib, the former deputy minister of Haj and Religious Affairs
and former Taliban official explained:
Afghanistan needs a durable peace, which covers all the dimensions, including national,
regional, and international dimensions. The local dimension should also be addressed.
The bulk of the Taliban movement consists of Afghan brothers with problems with the
government. Their needs and concerns should be addressed.

Without a peace process, the APRP’s reintegration component has acquired a different
character than originally planned. First, it reinforces existing power structures rather than reforming them by offering excluded militants a way to rejoin society. Doubts are widespread on
the extent to which local peace councils are genuinely working to reintegrate insurgents. “Peace
is business” was a recurring comment of well-informed Afghan officials and tribal elders, who
assert that the councils’ main goal is to receive funds from Kabul. Patronage drives resource allocation in the APRP on all levels. Although progress has been made on the demobilization
phase, intelligence gathering and assessment for vetting takes place in a “‘black box’, hidden
from scrutiny.” This lack of transparency allows political players to subvert the process.70
Accordingly, many participants seem to have not belonged to the insurgency, or at best have
operated only in its periphery. This situation is explained by a number of factors: the Taliban
are not interested, program officials and international stakeholders need to show numbers of
participants, no consensus has been reached over who was eligible for the program, the vetting
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process is not transparent, and some APRP officials seem to have included people connected
to them who are not in the insurgency rather than Taliban.
The APRP leadership has not been able to secure the commitment of potential key partners—governors, civil society organizations, and religious leaders—for the reintegration of insurgents. The midterm evaluation report noted that most governors were making “very little
effort,” which had a negative impact on social outreach to the insurgency.71
Furthermore, politically sensitive issues, such as amnesties and grievance resolution, have
been neglected, even though these are areas widely viewed as the APRP’s most important
elements. Again, these issues are difficult to tackle absent a wider peace process. Western officials in 2011 described amnesties as a Pandora’s box that can kill the program and as an
800-pound gorilla in the room. They refer to the controversy surrounding the 2007 Amnesty
Law—formally the National Reconciliation, General Amnesty, and Stability Law—which
provides blanket amnesties for human rights violations during recent conflicts, as contravening
Afghanistan’s international commitments in treaties.72 Without clarity on the issue of amnesties at the national level, possibly as part of a peace process, a reintegration program like the
APRP will struggle to form a clear policy on it.
Although the extra attention paid to reintegration is welcome, that this has taken the form
of providing participants and their communities with economic incentives is problematic. If
most participants are noninsurgents, resources go to the wrong people. In addition, many insurgents do not fight primarily for economic reasons. Also, given that the lack of their leaders’
consent means their lives are threatened, former insurgents are more interested in joining the
ALP than taking a civilian job. The ALP can temporarily offer jobs and security to former
insurgents, but doing so is unsustainable in the longer term as foreign funding decreases.
In sum, the APRP’s most important elements (social outreach, grievance resolution, amnesty) are tied into the wider political system in Afghanistan. Without addressing the militarized patronage networks at multiple levels, the APRP’s impact will be limited. It is more likely
to strengthen existing power brokers than bring in those excluded.
What will happen after June 2015, the program’s official end date, is unclear. The former
Karzai administration considered whether to integrate the APRP, which currently has a separate institutional structure, into regular government ministries. While this integration would be
cheaper, community development projects implemented by ministries generally take too long
to fit within the short timelines that reintegration programs require. Moreover, in the event of
a peace process, former insurgents may themselves have to be involved in the program’s implementation to make it sustainable. Their involvement, and the commitment of civil society and
other key nonstate actors, will possibly be harder to achieve if the program sits within regular
government structures. As the case studies also show, PTS and APRP resources so far seem to
have been mostly captured by elites in the provinces and in the capital. If the APRP institutional structure is integrated in regular government ministries, this dynamic would presumably
be reinforced. This would again strengthen political exclusion rather than bringing previously
excluded groups into the fold.

Case Studies
These case studies examine how the four Afghan programs have been shaped by and reinforced
existing power relations in Uruzgan, Helmand, Kunduz, and Baghlan. It argues that perhaps
the programs’ gravest impact has been to deepen the post-Bonn patterns of political exclusion
that underlie much of the violence and that have driven support for the insurgency.
USIP.ORG
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Uruzgan

The most important focus
of loyalty, conflict, and
obligations of patronage in
the south were tribal and
subtribal affiliations.

In the southwest of the country, both Uruzgan and Helmand, new power brokers used the U.S.
intervention in Afghanistan to remain armed and gain leverage in their local disputes. Their
race for power, funded by international aid and a booming illicit drugs industry and backed by
patrons in the Karzai government, contributed to the resurgence of the Taliban. In this environment, any group complying with a DDR program would be weakened—particularly given
that programs targeted different groups at different times. The incentive to remain armed was
strong, and many avenues for doing so were available.
The accommodation policy of the Karzai government and its international allies led, in
2001, to the return to local government of many commanders who had fought in the jihad
against the Soviets and the communist regime in the 1980s. These commanders had mobilized
their solidarity groups or qaums to fight the Taliban in 2001 just as they had done during the
jihad. After the defeat of the Taliban, they brought their followers with them into the new
government, including into the AMF. These solidarity networks, which were always shifting,
could be based on shared experiences, such as having fought on the same side in the past,
having grown up in the same village, or having attended the same school. Alternatively, they
could revolve around religious or economic networks. But the most important focus of loyalty,
conflict, and obligations of patronage in the south were tribal and subtribal affiliations.
DDR played into existing conflicts between local power brokers, which entered a new phase
under the Karzai government.73 Political backing in some cases overlapped and in some cases
competed with financial and military support from foreign forces and international reconstruction companies operating in these provinces. Competition between power brokers for these
resources was intense. The more successful among them were able to obtain positions as government officials or as commanders cooperating with the American Special Operations Forces
(and in some cases both), to maintain links to militias (preferably militias on the payroll of a
government institution or the international military), and to control part of the illicit economy.
Commanders with such ties could avoid DDR or, at worst, comply only in part and receive
attractive government positions. Those without connections faced the prospect of losing their
source of protection in a volatile security environment.
DDR
Uruzgan illustrates how the first DDR program tended to reinforce existing power relations,
strengthening power brokers Jan Mohammad and Matiullah of the minority Popalzai against
their rivals of the majority Barakzai and Achekzai tribes.74 Jan Mohammad, who had risen to
prominence in the 1980s as a jihadi commander, was in a strong position because of his close
and long-standing ties to President Karzai and to the U.S. Special Operations Forces, who relied on him and his militias to assist in hunting Taliban and provide intelligence. After Karzai
appointed him governor in 2002, Jan Mohammad lost no time inserting his allies in positions
across Uruzgan’s ten districts—including in Achekzai- and Barakzai-dominated areas.
Jan Mohammad’s excellent connections rubbed off on his nephew Matiullah, who became
a commander of one of the four units (kandaks) of the provincial AMF 593 Brigade under
Sultan Mohammad Barakzai, though in reality he answered to his uncle.75 In the first years
after 2001, Jan Mohammad informally disarmed some of the Achekzai and Barakzai militias.
Then, in 2004, the DDR program to a great extent disarmed Sultan Mohammad and his
subcommanders, with the exception of Matiullah, so that they no longer posed a threat to Jan
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Mohammad’s family. Matiullah kept his weapons and men and was appointed as head of the
Highway Police in Uruzgan, securing the road from Kandahar to Tirin Kot. This enabled him
to expand his militia and, together with Jan Mohammad, to sideline provincial police commander and Barakzai power broker Rozi Khan.
President Karzai, Jan Mohammad’s and Matiullah’s main political patron in Kabul and a
fellow Popalzai (though from a different clan), tried to replace Rozi Khan with Matiullah as
provincial police commander in the nationwide police reform of 2006.76 However, the Dutch
government, which was deploying troops to Uruzgan, vetoed the initiative. Rozi Khan was
removed, but Matiullah did not get his job. DDR often worked this way: Afghan and international actors rather than program procedures decided what happened to whom. The most
powerful local power brokers were able to get rid of rivals using these mechanisms. Despite not
becoming the provincial police commander until much later, Matiullah would become one of
the ten most influential commanders in Afghanistan, according to former DIAG officials. He
did so through the combined support of the Karzai family and the foreign forces in Uruzgan,
who continued to prioritize short-term considerations on stabilization over long-term sustainable peace through the statebuilding agenda.
Early Informal Disarmament of Insurgents and the PTS
The nature of the new provincial government in Uruzgan—exclusive, predatory and operating
with impunity, and its support by foreign forces—arguably drove much of the local support for
the expanding insurgency in the province since 2004.
Those who lost out in 2001 or through later DDR programs and those who were badly
treated by the new government officials often looked to the Taliban. Community or family
feuds further fuelled the insurgency, as did other dynamics. Ideological considerations played a
role but were often secondary to more pragmatic grievances. The growing insurgency in Uruzgan was further facilitated both by its being home to many Taliban leaders and by its general
socioeconomic backwardness, the central government having seemingly neglected it after it
came to power in 2001, leaving many young men unemployed or underemployed. As the Taliban’s presence grew, communities in areas under its control often had to join simply to survive.
The composition of the insurgency in Uruzgan has been relatively consistent over the past
decade, core members being from the same armed networks Jan Mohammad and Matiullah
had targeted in the early days of the international intervention. The imperative of disarming
Taliban commanders provided Jan Mohammad—who described himself as a governor in flak
jacket—with an excuse to raid homes. Many of those targeted were not former Taliban, and of
those who were most seemed willing to disarm voluntarily by handing in weapons to the governor, his proxies in the districts, or a trusted tribal elder who could plead their case. Networks
of traditionally marginalized tribes, such as the Ghilzai and the Panjpai, who had had more
members in the Taliban regime than in former governments, were immediately pressured by
both Jan Mohammad and U.S. Special Operations Forces.
As a tribal elder from the Hotak tribe in Mehrabad, an area east of Tirin Kot, recalled,
Just before the Taliban regime fell, they distributed weapons among people to resist the
foreign troops and the militias. They carried away everything they could and hid the rest.
After the fall of the Taliban regime, Jan Mohammad Khan appointed me to collect
weapons from people. Two Taliban told me they wouldn’t fight and would give away
everything in return for safety. We went with their demands to Jan Mohammad Khan.
He said he accepted them but immediately after we left he broke his promise. His militia
raided their houses, and as a result both mullahs fled. This was the beginning of insurgency in Mehrabad.
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Without fundamental
change at the international,
national, and local levels
toward support for a more
politically inclusive and just
government, convincing
insurgents to lay down their
weapons was difficult.

Particularly haunting for former Taliban commanders was the fate of Mullah Pai Mohammad, who had also surrendered to the government and had reportedly handed in around sixty
weapons. He was murdered and his body publicly displayed in Tirin Kot. Former local Taliban
saw that they had no place in the new political order; meanwhile, their former leaders were
reorganizing in Pakistan. “The historical links of the Taliban movement to the area…provided a
robust and revivable network of fighters and supporters.”77
The insurgency could also draw from the alienation of power brokers who had not supported
the Taliban regime but were bullied by Jan Mohammed and his allies, usually because of tribal
issues, conflicts from the time of the jihad, or competition over land and opium. In Dehrawud
district, Khalifa Sadat, district governor and Jan Mohammad ally, competed with Haji Gholam
Nabi over who would lead the Babozai tribe. Their rivalry was an old one but entered a new
phase with Sadat knowing he had Jan Mohammad’s backing. “He came to Gholam’s house
every day, and eventually the police and the army arrested him and took him to Bagram,” one
former government official from Dehrawud explained. “When he came back he joined the Taliban, even though he had not been with the Taliban before.” At other times, militias connected
to Jan Mohammad harassed locals for land or opium. Many of these militias worked as Afghan
Security Guards for the American Special Operations Forces, which signaled to locals that they
had U.S. support and thus could act with impunity.78
All in all, many rival power brokers during Jan Mohammad’s governorship were either
killed; fled their area, leaving it open for Taliban to enter and revive their networks; or joined
the insurgency. Once they had fled or become insurgents, getting them back on the side of the
government was difficult. Since 2006 there have been a series of Taliban reintegration efforts
under the umbrella of the PTS and later the APRP. However, without fundamental change at
the international, national, and local levels toward support for a more politically inclusive and
just government, convincing insurgents to lay down their weapons was difficult.
By 2006, foreign troops operating in Uruzgan had become more aware of the destabilizing
effects of Jan Mohammad’s rule in Uruzgan. Relations between him and the U.S. Special Operations Forces cooled—although the Americans would remain very close to Matiullah. When
the Dutch government decided to deploy troops to Uruzgan, they conditioned the deployment in the summer of 2006 on Jan Mohammad’s removal (he was assassinated in Kabul in
2011). His replacement Mullah Hakim Munib, a former Taliban deputy minister, was a positive
change, according to elders from marginalized Ghilzai tribes, who say he reached out to them.
Munib said this about the challenges:
In Uruzgan, we had two major issues to deal with. One was reintegration of Taliban and
the second was tribal differences and disputes. Tribal feuds had paved the ground for
insecurity. If one tribe was friendly with the government, the rival tribe was against the
government. As I got appointed, I managed to bring unity among tribes.

However, the broader political context remained adverse to the Taliban’s laying down their
weapons. Although the governor and the PTS program intended to reintegrate low-level insurgents, neither the national government nor its international allies had tried to engage the
Taliban leadership in peace talks. The Taliban launched large-scale offensives in the spring
of 2007 in Chora district and in the winter of 2007–08 in Dehrawud district. Moreover, Jan
Mohammad was still backed by President Karzai, who had brought him back to Kabul and
formally designated him as tribal adviser. From Kabul, Jan Mohammad tried to undermine
Munib by further destabilizing the province. In response to the increasing violence, troops
from both ISAF and the U.S.-led coalition Operation Enduring Freedom launched aggressive
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military operations. In this environment, persuading Taliban commanders to disarm and seek
tribal unity was almost impossible. Munib provided an example:
Malem Farooq was a Hezb-e-Islami commander in Khas Uruzgan when he joined the
reconciliation program [PTS]. His participation was accepted by the international forces
and the government in Kabul and in Uruzgan. But when he came he was arrested and
imprisoned in Bagram. He spent a month in Bagram and due to our efforts, we could get
him out. He must be somewhere in Afghanistan now.

In 2008, Munib was replaced by Governor Assadullah Hamdam with the consent of Jan
Mohammad, who held sway over him from Kabul. Hamdam organized what he called a peace
jirga in 2008, which was attended by hundreds of tribal elders from the province. The majority
of them, however, were likely more connected with the local government than with the Taliban.
Former governor Jan Mohammad played a prominent role in proceedings, and Matiullah provided security.
Hamdam also claims to have reintegrated 252 low-level fighters with support from the
Dutch PRT, mostly by offering them jobs in Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development projects, such as schools, bridges, and roads. “The cooperation of the people was helpful.
They would come to me and say that if I could guarantee that such and such Taliban would not
be harassed, they could bring them in. I promised them that I could do that. I informed NDS
[the local branch of the National Directorate for Security—the Afghan intelligence service],
police, and other security people.”79
Hamdam admits that he could not reintegrate Taliban commanders because of the actions
Jan Mohammad took. Some of these commanders were, however, in touch with foreign forces,
he explained. “Foreign troops were negotiating independently with the Taliban. For example, X
was exchanging messages with the Dutch. I also heard that Y had links with Australians. Z was
another Taliban commander who had contacts with the Americans. The foreign forces didn’t
share these things with us. I was not happy from this and neither was the government.”80
Dutch efforts to persuade disenfranchised elders to return to Uruzgan from exile also led to
the return of Hashem Khan Tokhi and Mohammad Nabi Khan Tokhi, two tribal elders who
had been wrongfully accused by Jan Mohammad of being Taliban in 2001. Hashem was killed
in his village in June 2010 by local Taliban, who were possibly hired to do the job.81 Mohammad
Nabi is still alive and benefited from a project asphalting a road from Tirin Kot to Chora, as
well as other reconstruction projects. But a close family member, who also fled, says the family
remained furious with the local government that gradually became dominated by Matiullah
after his uncle Jan Mohammad was called to Kabul. During an interview in the spring of 2013,
he said, “The ruling people have succeeded in excluding all other tribes, including only one tribe
and some individuals loyal to their interests.”
Efforts by Dutch, American, and Australian actors in Uruzgan to reintegrate Taliban commanders and disgruntled elders brought some changes but in the end did not fundamentally
alter the political environment in the province, for several reasons. First, the players each had
different agendas for Taliban reintegration. Whereas some Western officials worked to establish
a more inclusive local government, others were merely preoccupied with luring Taliban commanders off the battlefield with the goal of short-term stabilization.
Second, no consensus was reached on how to proceed and no coordination was established
between countries, and even between departments within a country. Australians and the American Special Operations Forces worked with Matiullah’s militias, but the U.S. Department of
State was at times quite critical of him. The Dutch PRT officially did not talk to him and supported Rozi Khan instead. Everyone had their own “tribal darlings.”
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Third, although ISAF’s mandate included supporting the central government to extend
its authority to the provinces, in reality the PRT and President Karzai often clashed in their
approach, as the examples of contacts with Taliban commanders and the veto on Matiullah’s
appointment to provincial police chief show.
Last, although the expansion of ISAF to the provinces after 2003 resulted in lead nations
wanting to put their stamp on “their” areas, the broader national and international environment
limited what they could achieve. In Uruzgan, nothing fundamental would change without political
changes in Kabul toward a more inclusionary government, which partly depended on the nature of
the international intervention that included a military campaign against the Taliban.
DIAG
Matiullah handed in 264 weapons under the DIAG program on January 18, 2007, an action
presumably meant to mark the end of his job as highway commander, six months after the Dutch
troops’ arrival in Uruzgan. Official statistics logged the event as a successful case of disbandment,
and the ANBP paraded his participation proudly in its monthly newsletter.82 DIAG’s managers
had included Matiullah in their top ten most politically influential commanders in Afghanistan,
so his participation in the program indeed seemed a great achievement.
In reality, for commanders like Matiullah, participating in DIAG was a way to get registered
as having had their militias disbanded while continuing business as usual, according to a former
DIAG official. When he was asked in an interview in 2013 about his participation in DIAG,
Matiullah said he did not remember it. He had little reason to because it did not change anything for him and his militia. Some of the weapons he handed in were so old that an American
officer reportedly asked to take one antique rifle home with him as a souvenir. He continued
as de facto highway commander on the Kandahar-Tirin Kot road, and as violence increased in
Uruzgan, foreign troops became ever more dependent on him. American Special Operations
Forces also saw in Matiullah an energetic and efficient hunter of Taliban.83 Even Dutch troops,
who were wary of his human rights background, employed him to protect their convoys.
In 2006, Matiullah’s highway militia was renamed Kandak-e Amniat-e Uruzgan (KAU).
The Dutch government wrote in 2011,
Since 2007 the men of Matiullah Khan [the Kandak-e Amniat-e Uruzgan] have not
formally existed and should be part of the Afghan police. In practice, Matiullah Khan’s
men functioned like a militia that controlled the main roads in and to Uruzgan and
which helped him to generate a high income. The men were not controlled by the
Afghan government. At the national political level, there was unfortunately not enough
political Afghan will and courage to put an end to the militia of Matiullah Khan and the
way was free for him to continue with his own policy and activities.84

Most of his network existed beyond the control of any state institution until, when the Dutch
troops left in 2010, he became the provincial police commander—and even then it was not fully
incorporated until 2014. As police commander, he moved trusted commanders into the ANP and
ALP. In contrast to Jan Mohammad, who had a broad provincial network from his time in the
jihad, Matiullah recruited family and friends from his Popalzai village who remain his inner circle
and occupy the province’s most important security positions. In a second tier, district commander
level, he included commanders from the majority Achekzai tribe and the Barakzai. Few members
are from Ghilzai and Panjpai. Matiullah’s rule in Uruzgan thus had a narrow base, which had
implications for efforts to reintegrate insurgents (see the following section).85
Thus, despite his participation in DDR and DIAG, and in fact often thanks to the process of
demobilization of rivals, Matiullah and his most trusted men dominated the provincial govern-
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ment, both formally—by occupying top ANP and ALP posts—and informally—by influencing
most provincial government appointments. Neither program broke up their networks or severed
ties between them and their men, as has been intended. If anything, such relationships have been
strengthened. The incorporation of Matiullah’s militia, which still acted with impunity, into the
ANP and ALP means that the Afghan government enjoyed little popular support and that the
latest reintegration program for insurgents, the APRP, failed to attract many Taliban participants.
The APRP
The APRP was rolled out in Uruzgan in 2011, the year Matiullah became police commander.
In 2014, the provincial peace council and its secretariat seemed to be in operation and included
twenty-five elders and five support staff. According to the head of the secretariat, Amir Mohammad Muzafar, the program offered many incentives for Taliban to join the program. Transitional financial assistance was available, including special allowances for senior commanders.
After the first phase, opportunities are available in development projects, such as the building
of dams or mosques, with the help of line ministries. After six months, however, Muzafar explained, participants “must find a job for themselves.”
The APRP clearly offers participants better economic incentives than the PTS did. In a poor
province like Uruzgan, where large numbers of men are unemployed, the money and projects on
offer seem attractive for commanders and fighters. But all interviewees, including even those from
the peace council, say that in fact the APRP attracts fewer Taliban than informal channels, such as
tribal and village elders. According to the local secretariat, the APRP reintegrated 137 commanders and fighters.86 In reality, over the past year, hundreds of Taliban rank and file have stopped
fighting outside the program, especially in areas around Tirin Kot. They receive no financial benefits, however, and have to find their own way back into society. This suggests that economic incentives alone will not persuade Taliban fighters to join a reintegration program.
Even the number of 137 APRP participants is disputed. “As far as I know, not more than ten
real Taliban have joined the provincial peace council,” Matiullah said. “Some of the others were in
the police force with us. This peace process is a total failure.” A peace council member explained:
“No one knows most of these people. APRP officials make lists of ghost Taliban and send them to
Kabul to financially benefit from the program.” APRP officials deny this. They are, however, able
to specify only a few names of Taliban commanders who have joined—making the claim of 137
Taliban participating dubious. Everyone mentioned Mullah Samad, the local poster child for the
APRP, who joined in 2012 with twenty-five fighters and then became an ALP commander in
his district of Khas Uruzgan. An ISAF commander in Uruzgan at the time called him the most
high-profile person reintegrated in the country. However, a tribal elder said that his joining the
government did not make much difference for the province: “At best, Samad provides security for
a small locality.”
Other APRP participants are less well looked after. Mullah Amir Mohammad Akhund, from
Shahidi Hassas district in western Uruzgan, claimed that he joined the program with fifty-eight
Taliban but that he and his group were then neglected. Although Akhund was dismayed about
the lack of financial support, his most pressing concern was the lack of protection for him and his
people. “We are between two rocks: the government on the one side and the Taliban on the other,”
he explained. “They both cause insecurity. We want protection.”
A member of the peace council admitted, “The most important thing that insurgents want is
security, and many times the government is unable to provide that.” Most of those interviewed
confirmed that the lack of security guarantees was the APRP’s most problematic aspect. The TaliUSIP.ORG
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ban actively target commanders who have joined, which is why those who want to lay down their
weapons want to do so quietly: “Going through the peace council is risky because of the media.
Exposure in the media puts their life in danger. They don’t want the small amount of money
that the peace council pays them. Their AK-47 is far more expensive.” That ANA, ANP or ALP
commanders target reintegrated commanders in fights between government troops and the insurgents—especially in peripheral and volatile areas like Shahidi Hassas and Khas Uruzgan, where
most participants seem to be from—is also a risk.
These issues seem to be only symptoms of a more fundamental problem, however, one that
neither the APRP nor the PTS can resolve. The consensus among interviewees involved in the
APRP and informal efforts to reconcile insurgents in Uruzgan was that a reintegration program
can be effective only if real political change is made toward a more inclusive government. The
late police commander (Matiullah was assassinated in Kabul in March 2015) and his former
subcommanders have taken some steps in this direction, such as by establishing shuras, or councils, where communities can discuss issues with local police commanders. But the majority of
interviewees say these changes were cosmetic. Matiullah’s camp’s approach to those they portray
as insurgents (often simply their enemies) remained fundamentally the same.
Allegations of people being killed or tortured after having been arrested by ANP and ALP
commanders were numerous. “Some tribal elders are on the run out of fear that they will be assassinated by them,” a former government official said in an interview. APRP officials and tribal
elders said in interviews in 2014 that Matiullah and his allies in the ANP and ALP had no interest in local reconciliation. “The more insecure the province, the more money they make,” one
explained. “They’re even in touch with local Taliban fighters.” An APRP official identified “elements in Uruzgan” that try to sabotage the program. “We have major problems.” Matiullah denied
these allegations and argued that he ensured that those who commit human rights abuses were
apprehended.
Most recognize that shifts in the local power structure—essential for successful disarmament and reconciliation—can come about only through changes in the wider political environment, specifically in Kabul. Many also mention Pakistan’s influence and that it needs to
make peace with the United States. Others hoped the 2014 presidential elections would yield
changes and that the new government would engage the Taliban. “Military operations are not
the solution, rather we need negotiation to create common goals for both sides,” a tribal elder
explained. Another said before President Ashraf Ghani took office that
everyone is waiting for political change, even the Taliban. At the moment they can’t trust
the government. It has arrested them, bombed them and they were forced to leave their
homes, so how can they join a peace program? And we can’t convince them to come and
join us because even we don’t trust the government. I know there are many groups of
Taliban who are waiting for the results of the election and are willing to lay down their
arms. We are desperate for a change.

After the research for this report was completed, Matiullah was assassinated in Kabul on
March 18, 2015. It remains to be seen what impact his death might have on the local political
order in Uruzgan. As mentioned, he installed close allies and family members in top positions
in the ANP and ALP, who may continue to rule in much the same way. However, this may be
difficult. No one has so far had a similar level of influence on local politics in Uruzgan as either
Matiullah or Jan Mohammad before him. Therefore Matiullah’s death may, in the long term,
open the doors for a more equitable distribution of local power. In the short term, however, it
may result in more insecurity.
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Helmand
As in Uruzgan, power struggles in Helmand have traditionally been over seeking prominence
within tribes or subtribes as well as securing resources. In the twentieth century, externally funded
canal projects to increase the amount of arable land brought many migrants to Helmand and
diversified the province’s tribal and ethnic composition, aggravating existing conflicts. Given a
comparatively smaller Popalzai population than in Uruzgan, the main elite rivalry was between
Alizai and Barakzai power brokers. The Barakzai were historically favored by Afghanistan’s kings,
themselves mostly Barakzais, but after 2001 Karzai supported Alizai power broker Sher Mohammad Akhunzada.
All four disarmament programs in Helmand, as well as numerous local reintegration deals,
took place amid competition between power brokers over government positions, access to foreign
funds, and domination of the poppy trade. After the Taliban’s ouster in 2001, the best government
positions were distributed to four main strongmen who had risen to prominence in the jihad
against the Soviets. Sher Mohammad Akhunzada (Alizai) became provincial governor; Abdul
Rahman Jan (Noorzai) took over as police chief; Dad Mohammad (Alikozai) aka Amir Dado became chief of the National Security Directorate; and Malem Mir Wali (Barakzai) took charge of
the 93rd AMF Division. Communities who lost out in Helmand included the Ishaqzai in Sangin,
the Kharotei in Nad-e Ali, and the Kakars in Garmsir.
The predation of the power brokers in Helmand drove local support for the Taliban to a great
extent. The four also competed fiercely with each other, employing every possible means, including denouncing rivals as Taliban to the U.S. Special Operations Forces and collecting bounties.87
The competition, which manifested itself in low-level violence rather than open warfare, became
linked with the objectives and operations of foreign troops in the province, especially the American
Special Operations Forces (from 2003), the British Army (from 2006), and the American Marines
(from 2009).88
DDR
In Uruzgan, the first DDR program ended up helping to concentrate power and the means of violence in one family’s hands. In Helmand, targeting only one armed group for disarmament—the
AMF—in a crowded political landscape also had unintended consequences, leading losers to join
forces with an expanding Taliban movement. The example of Barakzai power broker Malem Mir
Wali and the resurgence of the Taliban in “his” district, Nahr-e-Saraj, is instructive.89
A few weeks after the fall of Kabul in November 2001, Mir Wali returned to Helmand
and assumed command over the 93rd Division, a collection of militias with its headquarters
in Gereshk, the former capital of Helmand and a traditional stronghold of Barakzai power
brokers. Mir Wali, who had originally trained as a teacher (malem) in Kandahar, had fought
with Hezb-e-Islami against the Soviets before joining the Najibullah government’s National
Reconciliation Program, when he came under pressure from Sher Mohammad Akhunzada’s
uncle Nasim, who commanded the local Harakat-i Enqelab force.
When the Taliban had come to Helmand in the 1990s, Mir Wali fled to Iran and later went
to the Panjshir Valley, where he joined Ahmad Shah Massoud. He claims he was involved in
the liberation of Kabul in November 2001 and subsequently rewarded by Marshal Fahim with
the command of the 93rd Division. Although he leaned heavily on his old Hezb-e-Islami network and his own Barakzai clan for the recruitment of commanders and fighters for the 93rd
Division, it was, nonetheless, a mixed group, including Ishaqzai and Noorzai commanders and
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commanders from other Barakzai clans. It was a time of “tribal rapprochement,” in the words of
former British officer and cultural adviser Mike Martin, who also pointed to the many Taliban
fighters who had switched sides during the U.S.-led intervention in 2001 and joined Sher Mohammad Akhunzada’s militia.
Most former 93rd Division members and some Barakzai elders in Nahr-e-Saraj looked
back at that time as a period of stability, with 93rd Division commanders across Helmand securing their areas. Most other interviewees, however, recalled infighting between commanders and
predation (looting, kidnapping, and illegal taxation) on communities not represented in the local
government. For some victims, this provided a reason to join the Taliban, who were reorganizing in 2003 and 2004 to launch an insurgency and were looking for recruits. “We saw a lot of
cruelties from Sher Mohammad Akhunzada, Malem Mir Wali, Dad Mohammad Khan, and
Daoud,” a former Taliban commander from Qala-e-Gaz village in the Upper Gereshk Valley
said in an interview. “They kept asking for money. I was just a farmer. I had not been with the
mujahideen or the Taliban before. I had to join the Taliban to defend myself.”
Competition revolved around the lucrative opium and heroin trade, in which the division
commanders and the militias of other Helmandi power brokers were heavily involved, according
to the 93rd Division former deputy commander Haji Kaduz and other interviewees. Ishaqzai
villages in the Upper Gereshk Valley and the Lower Sangin Valley were known to harbor major
drug smugglers. The four Helmand power brokers were trying to eradicate competition, or at
least profit from it. The Mistereekhel clan in the Upper Gereshk Valley was protected by having
commanders in the 93rd Division. However, the Chowkazai clan in the Lower Sangin Valley
suffered at the hands of both the 93rd Division Barakzai commanders and the brother of Alikozai power broker Dad Mohammad, Sangin district governor Daoud.90 In response, they joined
the Taliban. An Ishaqzai elder explained:
I am not saying that all Ishaqzai are with the Taliban. Some are with the government.
But it is true that most are with the Taliban and that some high-ranking commanders
come from our tribe. That is the situation now. Up to 2005 there was no Taliban in our
area. The Ishaqzai elders invited them in, because the Alikozai and Barakzai people were
in the government and they misused their power.

As the four power broker militias were disbanded, the security situation worsened, around
the time of the arrival of more than three thousand British troops in Helmand in 2006. The
removal of the power brokers from their positions and the disbanding of their militias took
place unevenly; different power brokers were targeted at different times. The first was Mir Wali,
in the autumn of 2004. As the commander of an AMF division, he was expected to take part
in the first DDR program. His rivals Sher Mohammad Akhunzada, Abdul Rahman Jan, and
Dad Mohammad stayed in power and remained armed.
Although Mir Wali participated in DDR, the militia of his deputy Haji Kaduz did not.
This was not because of DDR procedures but because Haji Kaduz had managed to win the
trust of the U.S. Special Operations Forces and thereby exclude his rival and nominal superior,
Mir Wali, with whom he had a dispute over land. Kaduz’s brother Idris and sixty members
of the 93rd Division had in 2003 begun securing Camp Price, where the U.S. Special Operations Forces were based, and assisting them in combat operations against the Taliban. They
also provided local intelligence on rivals, including on Mir Wali, who lost the U.S. Special
Operations Forces’ support, his main source of power in Helmand. Because Kaduz’s brothers and their fighters had been put on the U.S. Special Operations Forces payroll, they were
presumably taken off the AMF list before the DDR process in Helmand got under way. Mir
Wali no longer had the protection of the U.S. Special Operations Forces and at the same time
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President Karzai was backing his archenemy, Sher Mohammad Akhunzada. Mir Wali claimed
that he had no choice but to disband the 93rd Division and leave Helmand, afraid for what
Akhunzada—governor at the time—and the Taliban might do to him.91
A second group of 93rd Division members found new paymasters in international companies
working on reconstruction. Only 121 of the 677 soldiers who existed on paper in the 93rd Division
turned up for DDR. A former official compared the plan for DDR in Kabul with the reality in
Helmand. “We were trying to squeeze a bunch of farmers, who were organized along tribal lines,
into a formalized process. We had sheets of paper with names, but half of them could turn up for
the day for all we knew. It was a well thought out plan in Kabul, but the mechanisms at the local
level didn’t exist.”
Many of the supposed soldiers who appeared told him that it did not matter that they were
handing in their weapons: They had just signed a contract to provide security on the reconstruction of the ring road between Kandahar and Herat, therefore would be rearmed as security guards.
“USPI, a Louis Berger subcontractor, was at that time working on the ring road between Kandahar and Herat (that runs through Helmand) [and] had a massive camp in Gereshk. The people we
disarmed said, ‘We will start tomorrow with USPI.’”
A third group of former 93rd Division members—according to some sources as many as
40 percent—joined the Taliban and therefore also remained armed. Malem Mir Wali “allowed
this to happen and took advantage of it.”92 A local source close to the Taliban said, “A lot of
people who were first with Malem Mir Wali in Hezb-e-Islami and then in the 93rd Division
ended up in the Taliban. They still have a connection with him.”
Similar patterns were reported when Sher Mohammad Akhunzada and Abdul Rahman Jan
were removed from their positions. Once they were no longer part of the provincial government,
and their militias were disbanded, they reportedly started working against it.93 A well-informed
former 93rd Division commander explained: “The insecurity in Helmand is the result of four
people, Malem Mir Wali, Abdul Rahman Jan, Dad Mohammad, and Sher Mohammad Akhunzada. All four had their own Taliban. They wanted a force on the government side and on the
Taliban side.”
When Mir Wali was disarmed in 2004, the other power brokers were still in their positions.
Certain Ishaqzai families in the Upper Gereshk Valley had been protected against the predation
of government officials because they had members serving as commanders in Mir Wali’s 93rd
Division. The Mistereekhel clan, for example, was linked to him through ties from the jihad, when
they were his subcommanders in Hezb-e-Islami and fighting against the Chowkazai clan. When
the 93rd was disarmed, their protection fell away. They became easy targets for Dad Mohammad
and Sher Mohammad Akhunzada, who disbanded their militias only later. (Dad Mohammad did
so because he wanted to participate in the parliamentary elections in 2005 and Sher Mohammad
Akhunzada when he was removed as governor in December of the same year.) Mir Wali’s Ishaqzai
commanders Qari Hazrat and Lala Jan, for example, who operated in Qala-e-Gaz northeast of
Gereshk, joined the insurgency to protect their interests.
In the Ishaqzai’s lower ranks, other considerations played a role. When they lost their income
from their employment in the 93rd, rank-and-file soldiers had to return to their villages, in many
cases under Taliban control. To survive they had to join the insurgency. “What should they have
done?” a fifty-year-old resident of Qala-e-Gaz asked. “They did it for their own security.” The
Taliban also offered new ways of making money. “The Ishaqzai have a big problem and that is that
the canals in their areas are all blocked and their agricultural land is infertile,” a thirty-year-old resident of Qala-e-Gaz explained. “[Ishaqzai members of 93rd Division militias] joined the Taliban
because they became jobless. The division had kept them busy.”
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All told, many former 93rd Division commanders and fighters joined the Taliban. The two
main Taliban commanders operating in Nahr-e-Saraj in 2010 had both been in the 93rd (one
came from Qala-e-Gaz). This was true not only in the Ishaqzai-dominated villages north of
Gereshk but also in other remote areas in Helmand. For example, the late Mullah Tor Jan,
who would play a crucial role in the insurgency in Musa Qala, is also believed to be a former
commander of the 93rd Division.
The PTS and APRP
The origins of the insurgency in the Upper Gereshk Valley and the Lower Sangin Valley
show that in Helmand, as elsewhere in Afghanistan, the label Taliban masked many different groups and motives. Much of the violence had little to do with the Taliban movement
directly, let alone its ideology. But insurgent leaders in Pakistan recognized the opportunity
to exploit local conflicts and grievances against the new government and recruited fighters
from the local population, especially after it became clear by 2006 that insurgents who came
from madrassas in Pakistan blended in poorly and were less well suited to guerrilla warfare.
Communities that provided fighters also acted as a support network, giving them food, accommodation, and intelligence. The Taliban functioned as a “catalyser for many grievances
that existed among the population.”94
The PTS and APRP tried to reintegrate insurgents but without tackling these grievances,
either locally or through peace talks with Taliban leaders. They offered insurgents little more
than surrender or co-optation, which in many cases meant participants would return to the
same situation that had led them to join the Taliban in the first place. The programs also failed
to consider that their targets were part of a larger organization that would take revenge and the
government could not guarantee participants’ security. The only protection the APRP could offer was joining a militia program, like the ALP, but that solution exists only as long as foreign
funds for it are available. In the volatile security environment in Helmand, most sources agree
that few takers were genuine Taliban.95
Gulab Mangal, Helmand governor from May 2008 until September 2012, argued that no
genuine insurgents joined the PTS or the APRP while he was in office. Like his counterparts
in other provinces, he preferred an informal process that, according to him, yielded “thousands” of genuine Taliban, who were “tired of fighting” (thousands seems an exaggeration, but
it would be safe to assume there were more than those in the APRP). The ALP served as one
channel to reintegrate Taliban commanders, and NDS militias were another.96
The APRP program, on the other hand, generated little interest from genuine insurgents:
The people who came officially and were exposed to the media were part of a symbolic
process. The symbolic Taliban found a few weapons, then they contacted the peace
council and then the media were invited to show off the program. It was more or less like
a business in Afghanistan. There were people who joined once in one province and then
the same people went to another province to join again, to get more benefits.

Six mid-level Taliban commanders operating in Helmand confirmed that they were not
interested in joining the APRP. Security was a main consideration, with one commander saying he would like to join but was afraid of Taliban retaliation. “Yes, I heard about the peace
process, it’s a good process, but we don’t trust the Afghan government. I myself would like to
join with the Afghan government in this process, but who guarantees our life? Many Taliban
have joined the Afghan government, but some of them were killed by Taliban again. It means
that Afghan government can’t ensure our security.”
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The other five were simply not interested. They almost invariably said that the foreign
forces were their main enemy and they would not be able to join a reintegration program as
long as foreign forces remained. They also distrusted the government:
If I really decide to join the government, with which government should I join? With
Karzai who is directly under control of the U.S.? Or with the U.S.? I am fighting the U.S.
since 2008 and two times I was wounded. It is impossible to join this government I have
fought for so many years. Moreover, what has changed in the Karzai government that I
should join the APRP? When I joined the Taliban there was corruption, fraud, bribes and
government officials were disturbing people. What has changed? Nothing has changed.
We are fighting for change.

All six said that if their leaders consented to reintegration, they would be happy to lay down
their weapons. Some were tired of fighting. “I am not crazy about fighting and spending my
life in the mountains,” said one commander from the district Nad-e-Ali. “I would also like to
be with my family in a safe situation and live in a safe country.”
Among the Ishaqzai communities in the Upper Gereshk Valley, tribal elders and Taliban commanders showed that, like elsewhere in Helmand, many were wary of the continuous fighting but
at the same time had no faith in the government or foreign forces. A former Taliban commander,
who had left the insurgency two years earlier, said he did not want to go through the APRP:
I joined the Taliban to fight against the foreign troops and the cruelty of government. But
then I saw Pakistanis among us, Punjabis who don’t care about Afghan families. They kill
Afghans. I thought we are not Afghan Taliban but Pakistan Taliban. If I joined a program,
I would become a public figure. So I left secretly. Some people know that I have left, but if
I would have come on TV with the program they would have all known me and killed me.

Elders in the area where this commander operated said that as long as the government provides
no security and jobs the population supports the Taliban, willingly or not. “There is no government
in our area and neither can it come here, so the Taliban are here and they maintain security,” an
elder from Qala-e-Gaz explained. “When the Taliban dominate an area, no one can say they are
not good. But if the government provides jobs for people then the government is obviously good.”
Informal Foreign-Backed Reintegration Efforts
Other efforts in Helmand were made to reintegrate Taliban informally, with foreign involvement,
in the districts of Musa Qala in 2006 and Sangin in 2010, both in northern Helmand.97 However,
the prioritization of the military campaign over a political approach tended to doom such initiatives, which also suffered from a lack of coordination and infighting. Air strikes and aggressive patrolling by foreign troops negatively affected the foreign-backed deals between Taliban commanders and the Afghan government in Musa Qala and Sangin. The lack of parallel high-level talks
meant that the Taliban leadership was also not on board. In March 2011, a local Barakzai Taliban
commander from the Sarwan Qala area in Sangin, where a foreign-backed deal between Alikozai
Taliban commanders and the Afghan government was in place, said, “The [Alikozai] elders came
to me, but I rejected them. I told them that until the time these foreign troops are in Afghanistan
and until the time that Mullah Omar tells me to stop fighting I will continue my fight.”
Reversing DDR: Militia Programs and Local Police
Returning to the district of Nahr-e-Saraj in central Helmand and the development of the
political landscape there since the failed disarmament of the 93rd Division in 2004, it becomes
clear that the same power brokers are still in place in spite of the first DDR program and
DIAG. DIAG had no significant effect in the district. Their presence meant that reintegrating
Taliban would return to a situation similar to the one they had fled.
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In the years after DDR, former 93rd Division commander Malem Mir Wali gradually recovered his influence on the local security sector in Nahr-e-Saraj from Kabul, where he became
a member of parliament in 2005. Some 250 former 93rd commanders and fighters still connected to him, he claimed, joined the five-hundred-strong ALP. This apparently included some
of those who had previously joined the Taliban.98 Mir Wali’s biggest triumph, though, was the
appointment in 2013 of his son Hekmatullah as district police chief in command of 510 ANP
and the ALP. Mir Wali explained in a 2013 interview that Hekmatullah is his plan B, that he
lets Hekmatullah fight his battles now. Asked if he still thought DDR was a mistake he said,
If it was not a mistake why did they make the ALP? What is the difference with the old
militias? The old militias defended the villages. I would like to add that the old militias
that got DDR-ed were much better organized and they knew how to be nice with the
villagers. They were much better than the current militias. The old militias were not
addicted to drugs. The ALP has no knowledge, they are into narcotics. The old militia
were 100 percent better.

In contrast to Mir Wali, Hekmatullah is a professionally trained police commander focused on keeping the Taliban out of Gereshk. Some Barakzai elders said that he is keeping
people safe. Others complained that nothing has changed. Some locals claimed last year that
a network of a few strongmen in Nahr-e-Saraj can do what they want and that people who
challenge them in court are intimidated. They said they were less afraid for the Taliban after
the foreign forces left than for the local officials, who according to them are corrupt and engage
in drug trafficking.
The formation of the ALP in Helmand basically rehatted the old militias. Although officials claimed that the ALP program improved security by keeping Taliban out, often it simply
involved “paying many Talibs not to fight because they were members of the ALP.” Many old
warlords, such as Mir Wali, did well—by inserting their militias into the local police.99
Former 93rd Division deputy Haji Kaduz—who is still at odds with Mir Wali in spite
of several reconciliation attempts—also remains influential. After DDR, he became a police
chief for a year before being charged with security on the highway from the provincial capital
to Gereshk until 2008. When the government stopped paying him, Malgir and Babaji south
of Gereshk fell to the Taliban. He explained that he now commands fighters in his area of
Chargandaz in Malgir.100 However, the main basis of his family’s influence in Gereshk after
the DDR program was its work with the foreign troops, first the American Special Operations
Forces and, after 2006, the ISAF troops. The construction company of Kaduz’s brother Mullah
Daoud was involved in the construction of Camp Bastion. After their brother Idris, who was
in charge of base security for Camp Price, was assassinated, Kaduz claims that Mullah Daoud
took over until the contract ended in 2011. They employed about 110 fighters, many of whom
were former members of the 93rd Division. As mentioned earlier, they were not disarmed under
the DDR program, presumably because they had been taken off the MOD payroll beforehand.
They also did not seem to have participated in DIAG, at least not to an extent that it effectively
disbanded their militia. Even though they were prominent militia commanders in Nahr-e-Saraj
at the time, neither Kaduz nor Mullah Daoud appear on an internal DIAG chart of commanders, dated January 27, 2005, that includes a section on illegal armed groups in Nahr-e-Saraj.

Kunduz
Kunduz and Baghlan are among the provinces with the most participants overall in the DDR
programs. However, many participants retained much of their weaponry and later entered official and unofficial militia initiatives, undermining any benefits of the programs.
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Former AMF commanders who had become unemployed after the first DDR program
saw their chance to rearm from 2009 onward when the insurgency gathered pace in Kunduz
and Baghlan. Although foreign troops operating in the area supported them to fight the insurgency, factions in Kabul, including Shura-ye Nazar power brokers and the Karzai camp, saw
the militia remobilization drive as an opportunity to expand their influence in the northeast
about the time of the 2009 presidential election campaign. Commanders who participated in
the APRP as Taliban were often integrated, immediately, into the ALP.101
Both northeastern provinces have a history of conflict, given their strategic location connecting Kabul to the north and ample land and water resources. Various historical waves of
immigration, mostly Pashtun—now the largest ethnic group in Kunduz and the second largest
in Baghlan—but also non-Pashtun settlers, had triggered conflicts over land, water, and political representation.
The 1970s and 1980s saw the emergence of commanders mobilizing solidarity networks
under the banner of various jihadi parties operating in this area.102 Hezb-e-Islami, led by
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar (born in Kunduz district Imam Sahib), had a strong base in Pashtundominated areas. However, its influence weakened in the second half of the 1990s. Many
Hezb-e-Islami and other, mostly Pashtun commanders then joined the Taliban, enabling the
movement to capture most of the northeast. Several important Junbesh and Jamiat commanders also entered into deals with them. The Taliban’s main rival was Buhanuddin Rabbani’s
Jamiat-i-Islami, mainly made up of educated Tajiks, Uzbeks, and Turkmens. Massoud’s Shuraye-Nazar faction became particularly strong within Jamiat.
In both Kunduz and Baghlan after the overthrow of the Taliban, former Northern Alliance commanders, particularly Tajiks in the Shura-ye Nazar, claimed the best government
positions, especially in the security sector. Many Pashtun power brokers were sidelined, even in
Pashtun-majority districts. As Pashtuns were associated with the former Taliban regime—in
many cases wrongly—the former mujahideen and other armed men could take advantage of
their vulnerability. This contributed to the insurgency’s rise in Kunduz and Baghlan in the
second half of the 2000s.
Shura-ye Nazar: The Case of Mir Alam
Mir Alam’s appointment in 2001 as commander of the 54th Division of the AMF—which
secured Kunduz—by the Northern Alliance’s northeastern commander Atiqullah Baryalai typified the beginning of the post-Taliban dominance of the security sector by Jamiat in Kunduz.
Mir Alam was a local Tajik power broker in Kunduz who had made his career in the jihad.103
He subsequently appointed many of his allies to serve under him. Given that, in 2003, Kunduz
was a “relatively benign area,” the 54th was the first unit nationwide to be targeted by DDR.104
Mir Alam’s immediate question to visiting ANBP officials was if only AMF commanders would
disarm. For him, this was a crucial question. His career had been made on the battlefield, and
control over militias was his most important asset against rivals, both those from other former
jihadi parties and those within Jamiat.
In the first three days of DDR in Kunduz, which began on October 21, 2003, 982 excombatants handed in 901 functioning weapons, according to the official statistics. They paraded by President Karzai during the official launch of the ANBP on October 24. Also present
were Defense Minister Fahim, Vice President Khalili and the UN Senior Representative of the
Secretary-General Lakhdar Brahimi.
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Despite the high-level attendance—one former DDR official observed that it seemed that
the VIPs’ bodyguards had more weapons than were being surrendered—it was unclear who
those parading were. The headquarters of the 54th in Kunduz had been quite empty before
the process, according to an observer who had visited in spring of that year. After the Taliban’s
ouster from Kunduz, many of the 54th Division’s foot soldiers, though they remained on the
payroll, had gone home. “There was no army,” said a former high-level DDR official. “What
were we disarming? A group of Afghan farmers who had been called to arms and since the
fighting had gone back to farming. There was no certainty on who we were disarming.”
Although foot soldiers returned to a life of farming and Mir Alam’s well-connected boss
General Daoud Daoud secured an attractive position in the new government (much like other
corps commanders in the north and west, including Mohammad Atta and Ismael Khan), the
implications of the DDR process for Mir Alam and his subcommanders were potentially disastrous. He hoped to be provincial police chief, but another Jamiat commander, Motaleb Beg,
was appointed instead. Mir Alam handed a list to DDR officials that included only part of his
arsenal and boasted to a French newspaper that he retained four thousand heavy weapons and
maintained contact with his men.105 The DDR process led to the loss of his prestigious position,
but it did not effectively disarm him and his men or disrupt the command structure in place. He
made sure that commanders loyal to him stayed armed as rival commanders were disarmed. The
program had just made his network informal and eliminated any control the central government may have had over it previously—similar to what unfolded elsewhere in Afghanistan under DDR. Moreover, it aggravated tensions between the Karzai government and former jihadi
commanders, like Mir Alam, who failed to win attractive government posts.
Mir Alam then seems to have pursued a tactic of deliberate destabilization as a show of
strength—a tactic common for those removed from official positions (as seen in the examples
of Jan Mohammad in Uruzgan and of Sher Mohammad Akhunzada, Abdul Rahman Jan, and
Malem Mir Wali in Helmand). Thus, for example, his fighters clashed with those of Motaleb
Beg over an appointment that was not to Mir Alam’s liking. In 2006, he became police commander in neighboring Baghlan, a position that allowed him a stake in the drug routes passing
through Baghlan, according to Western officials. As mentioned earlier, many former AMF
commanders like Mir Alam ended up in the police through patronage, usually with their militias and command structures intact.
In 2007, Mir Alam was fired as part of a police reform process, reportedly having used his
position to engage in criminal activities, including extortion, bribery, and drug trafficking, according to Western officials and analysts.106 He returned to Kunduz unemployed. His fortunes
changed again that May. As part of DIAG, he handed in the largest number of weapons (nine
hundred) of all local Kunduz commanders, probably as a gesture of goodwill to the German
PRT, “to offer his services as a cooperation partner.”107 This came two days after a heavy attack
on foreign forces in Kunduz.
Until then, the German PRT had little time for him. After the attack, however, and as the
insurgency in Kunduz expanded, Mir Alam became a local intelligence source for German and
American military forces. German attempts to recover weapons he had retained during DDR
and DIAG yielded limited results: An operation to uncover suspected weapons depots in the
Siah Ab area of Kunduz district failed, for example, perhaps because, following the official
rules, they cooperated with the local NDS chief, who was a friend of Mir Alam.108
The fight against the Taliban marked a new and profitable phase for former 54th Division
and other commanders connected to Mir Alam. DDR programs and the police reform excluded
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them from government positions but had not disarmed them or offered them other attractive
alternatives to operating as illegal militias and making money in the illicit economy. Now, rather
than incorporating the militias in the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) to help fight the
Taliban, they were supported to continue operating illegally.
The rearming of militias in Kunduz accelerated in the lead-up to the 2009 presidential elections. President Karzai, Jamiati power brokers, and others vied for influence through local appointments and by giving or withholding support to local militias. Mir Alam and other former jihadi
commanders, such as Amir Gul in Baghlan, appear to have been used in the northeast by Fahim
to strengthen his position, especially from the time he was running for vice president on President
Karzai’s ticket.109 Sources in Kabul and Kunduz—specifically, tribal elders and Afghan officials—
confirm that until Fahim died in February 2014, he was Mir Alam’s main patron.
The militias were also relied upon to secure the 2009 elections. In July of that year, the
Kunduz provincial governor, Engineer Omar, asked the NDS to recruit and support local militias, or arbakai, to stem the insurgency’s rise and help secure the vote. The NDS program was
headed by Mir Alam’s brother-in-law, General Mohammad Daoud, and Mir Alam became its
chief beneficiary, though later other commanders also benefited. These arbakai were the most
successful militia initiative in fighting the Taliban back in Kunduz.
Some foreign and Afghan officials expressed concern that the proliferation of militias reversed any disarmament progress made under DDR and DIAG. However, the short-term considerations of political patrons in Kabul wanting to expand their influence in Kunduz against
rivals, and of foreign forces seeking quick results in the fight against the Taliban, continued to
be prioritized. They resulted in Mir Alam becoming the main power broker in Kunduz on the
basis of their support. But because of the previous failure to either incorporate his militias into
the ANSF or to effectively disarm them through the DDR process, the central government had
little grip on his expanding informal influence. In fact, although some of the commanders recruited into the ALP from November 2010 onwards—a process in which the U.S. Special Operations Forces were involved—were reportedly connected to him, according to several sources
he preferred to keep most of his men operating as arbakai so as to have more freedom.
Overall, the fight against the Taliban and the rearmament of militias in northern Afghanistan strengthened the Shura-ye Nazar power brokers that the first DDR program aimed to
weaken. Bismullah Khan became the minister of interior in 2010. General Daoud Daoud
returned as the 303rd Pamir Zone commander to the north. Last, the charismatic General
Abdul Rahman Sayed Kheili from the Shura-ye Nazar stronghold of Shomali became the provincial police commander in Kunduz. Bismullah allotted Kunduz 1,125 ALP positions, which
Sayed Kheili used to “establish a clientele” of mostly non-Pashtun commanders.110
Although official militia programs and support for illegal armed groups countered the insurgency effectively in Kunduz in the short term, it strengthened an already exclusive and predatory formal and informal government structure, which arguably perpetuated instability in the
medium and long term. As noted, Mir Alam is the main informal power broker and the most
divisive, and his loyalty and the loyalty of his men—the most trusted of whom go back with him
to the 54th Division and some even to the jihad—are not with government institutions but with
individual political patrons in Kabul.111 If anything, his network profits from a weak government and continued violence in the province, which means continued support for him and his
militias and limited checks on illegal activities like taxation and drug smuggling. Enabled by the
political and financial support from political patrons in Kabul, commanders connected to Mir
Alam—mostly Tajik, Aimaqs, and Uzbeks—aggressively sought to expand their areas of con-
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trol, including in Pashtun communities, some of whom seek help from the Taliban to counter
this expansion-leading to a continuous escalation of violence in the province.
Two of the many violent incidents over the past years exemplify how the central government has no more control over Mir Alam and his commanders now than they did before
DDR and DIAG, and probably even less. In one incident, on September 2, 2012, twelve civilians were killed in a raid on the predominantly Pashtun village of Kanam-e-Kalan, northeast
of Kunduz City, in a revenge attack for the killing of a militia member. The raid was reportedly
carried out by Qadirak and Faizak, two commanders with ties to Mir Alam.112 Afghan officials trying to investigate, arrest, or disarm Mir Alam’s subcommanders after these incidents
claimed to have received phone calls from the late vice president Fahim telling them to stop.
When Mir Alam learned of Police Chief Samiullah Qatra’s intention to arrest Qadirak and
Faizak, “he had requested Vice President Fahim’s intervention.” A few days later, Qatra was
fired. When his deputy Ghulam Farhad moved to arrest the subcommanders, he was also
sacked, though other reasons for his firing are possible.113 A government commission sent by
President Karzai to investigate the Kanam incident concluded that
Mir Alam Khan is one of the influential irresponsible armed commanders in Kunduz. The
Kunduz officials should have disarmed his irresponsible armed men…or his men should
have been recruited into the ALP. As has been seen, these measures have not been taken.

The commission summoned Mir Alam to ask him questions about the incident, but “he
avoided to come for clarification.” Qadirak and Faizak remained free and kept operating as militia commanders. However, in early August 2014, Qadirak was killed by the Taliban in Kanam.114
Another example is Khanabad, a Pashtun-majority district, another main area of Mir Alam’s
influence and extremely insecure. Various arbakai commanders—some of whom were in the 54th
Division—carve out mini-fiefs and fight with each other and with insurgents over resources, especially over the illegal taxation of villagers. They also prevent the delivery of government services,
such as education and health care. Afghan government officials estimate that there are 2,300
members of illegal armed groups (“irresponsible armed groups,” as they are locally called), about
half of whom are connected to Mir Alam. According to locals, they can operate with impunity
because of his support. Most seem to share a connection to the Shura-ye Nazar faction of Jamiat.
They come from all ethnic groups but are mostly Tajiks, Aimaqs, and Uzbeks and usually operate
in groups from five to fifteen men. In 2011 and 2012, the Afghan government announced their
disarmament, but the weapon collection was very limited. The Taliban are even perceived as more
supportive of the population’s needs than of those of the militias, and therefore attract more and
more support. The presence of illegal militias therefore challenges government presence directly
and indirectly through fuelling support for the insurgency.115
The APRP and “Flipping” Insurgents
The Taliban always had a lighter footprint in Kunduz and Baghlan than in Helmand and
Uruzgan and it took longer for the insurgency to take hold there.116 It picked up pace in 2008
and 2009, mainly initiated from the outside, with arms and men coming from Pakistan and the
south, though anecdotal evidence suggests locals also asked old comrades operating in Kandahar and elsewhere to contact the Taliban leadership in Quetta on their behalf. In late 2010,
four thousand U.S. troops deployed to the region, marking the start of an aggressive campaign
to root out insurgent groups, which by that time included the Taliban, the Taliban-affiliated
Haqqani network, Hezb-e-Islami, and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan. Intensive counterinsurgency and kill-or-capture missions in Kunduz from 2010 onward were paralleled by
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and became linked to efforts to reintegrate insurgents. Initially, the emphasis was on reintegration into civilian society through the APRP.
Thus far APRP has registered 385 participants in Kunduz.117 All are Taliban, according to
Wahidullah Rahmani, the head of the local secretariat, although only fifty-five are ideological and
fully integrated into the movement.118 This implies that the rest, a large majority, operated in the
insurgency’s periphery. In fact, the identity and numbers of participants are disputed, with wellinformed sources claiming that the program has attracted few genuine insurgents, and that at best
participants are small commanders and fighters looking for benefits. Afghan and international
actors involved in the program have also alleged fraud (putting relatives in the local secretariat and
taking money that is supposed to go to community development), though this is denied by the
local APRP management.
Of the APRP participants however, around three hundred originally reintegrated not through
the APRP but instead through an informal militia initiative of Sayed Kheili, who bought off
Taliban commanders in Chahardara and Aliabad in 2010 with his own money. A Western officer in Kunduz at the time said, “It was Afghan reintegration, we were amazed by how quickly
it went.” After Sayed Kheili’s assassination in 2011, these commanders and other noninsurgent
militia commanders were employed in the CIP militia, which aimed to ensure that they would
not revert to the insurgency or other illegal activities. Karzai took steps to abolish the program by
the end of 2011.
The hundred or so who did reintegrate through the APRP were from the district of Imam
Sahib, where Taliban fighters joined after an internal fight with members of al-Qaeda who
were reportedly supposed to support them with military advice but were instead accused of
of stealing money. The local population withdrew support for the insurgency and the local
Taliban commanders switched in December 2010. These first reintegration efforts were driven
partly by ISAF because the local peace council and secretariat had not been set up. Little infrastructure was in place to support participants. “We started [the APRP] in the district Imam
Sahib. We tried to get funding to get them a safe house, money, projects. This was in December,
but we’re still waiting for Kabul,” a former Western officer said in March 2011. Instead, with
American funds (a special fund of $50 million called the American National Defense Authorization Act), the participants received short-term aid, such as rice and cooking oil.
In these circumstances, guaranteeing their security was impossible. On May 9, 2011, former comrades killed ex-Taliban commander Maulawi Mohammad Nabi and four of his bodyguards in Imam Sahib. In the first year of the APRP in Kunduz, three other reintegrated
commanders were killed by either Taliban or nominally progovernment militias. As a result,
high-level provincial officials withdrew support for the official program even before its infrastructure was in place and would only cooperate with informal reintegration, away from media
attention. The German and American military also appeared to lose interest. A Western official
in Kunduz at the time observed that “by the autumn of 2011 the APRP had basically ceased
to exist in Kunduz. It was a child born dead.”

Baghlan
In the second half of the 1990s, many Hezb-e-Islami commanders in Baghlan joined the Taliban, enabling the movement to capture the province. During the U.S.-led intervention in 2001
some of these former Hezb-e-Islami commanders, including local Pashtun power brokers
Amir Gul and Mullah Alam, again switched sides and joined Jamiat forces. After the defeat
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of the Taliban the predominantly Tajik Shura-ye Nazar elite claimed the top local government
positions, especially in the security sector, with other commanders playing a secondary role.
DDR, DIAG, and Amir Gul
In July 2004, disarmament of the 20th Division began. The 20th was a collection of militias in
Baghlan under the command of Mustafa Mohseni, a member of a powerful Tajik family in the
province. The militias had been causing trouble after 2001, including fights with the police in
the provincial capital Pul-e-Khumri. Governor Fakir Mohammad Mohmodzai also accused
the militias of being involved in the drugs trade.119 After DDR, the Shura-ye Nazar elite of the
20th Division had little trouble recycling AMF militias into the ANP. Division commander
Mustafa Mohseni became the police chief of Logar. But for the ex-Hezb and ex-Taliban commanders like Amir Gul (who had been put in charge of the 20th Division’s 733 Brigade, which
he asserted boasted some three hundred fighters) and Mullah Alam (who said in an interview
he was in charge of a smaller unit, a kandak), who were operating in Pashtun-dominated areas
of Baghlan, reintegration opportunities were fewer. Amir Gul was also banned from running
in the 2005 parliamentary elections because of his ties to illegal armed groups.
The example of Amir Gul is instructive. Reminiscent of Mir Alam’s case in Kunduz, he
appears, after DDR, to have turned to antigovernment activities. In 2006, he was arrested after
his house was searched by ISAF and ANA forces, who suspected him of launching attacks
against their troops, drug smuggling, and other criminal activities. Tellingly, during the raid on
his house the ISAF and ANA forces found not only bomb-making materials but also several
letters to the Ministry of Interior requesting a position. Much like Mir Alam, Amir Gul was
eventually rewarded rather than punished for creating instability. Elders from Baghlan put
pressure on President Karzai, who released him from prison and appointed him as district
governor of Baghlan-e-Jadid in 2007.
After his arrest in 2006, Amir Gul handed weapons over to DIAG. However, local and
national government officials, tribal elders, and villagers from the area all claimed that, despite
having participated in both DDR and DIAG, he maintained connections to illegal militias in
Baghlan-e-Jadid, numbering some hundred men, and in other districts of Baghlan. They claim
that Amir Gul, like Mir Alam, received financial and political support from Marshal Fahim
and that militias connected to him engaged in illegal taxation of villagers, harassment, looting,
and killing of civilians. Few dared to complain as Gul also managed an effective spy network
to inform on noncomplying villagers.
Later, Gul became a commander of the 6th Brigade of the Civil Order Police, commanding four hundred police for around six months. Interviewees claimed that Marshal Fahim
pushed the appointment but differed on when it happened. It seems to have been after 2009,
possibly in connection with the presidential elections. Gul also maintained links with former
AMF subcommanders and fighters who joined the ANSF, according to tribal elders and government officials. The most publicized example is of Gul cooperating with former Brigade 733
subcommander Mohammad Kameen, who after DDR had become district police chief in
Baghlan-e-Jadid, taking forty to fifty of his men with him.
Gul’s relationship with Kameen became a focus of national media attention after the killing
by local ANP of three Afghan Special Forces (ASF) on October 25, 2012. Four ASF attempted
to disarm an armed and uniformed bodyguard of Ridi Gul, a former jihadi commander loyal to
Amir Gul, in the bazaar of Baghlan-e-Jadid. Kameen’s police came and stopped the soldiers,
who had continued their patrol. After an altercation, the police opened fire and killed three of
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the four soldiers. Kameen and Amir Gul were fired as police chief and district governor, but
simply refused to leave. An attempt to dislodge Gul and Kameen in November 2012 ended in
a standoff between provincial police chief Assadullah Shirzad and twenty ANP against Amir
Gul’s men outside Gul’s house. Although warrants were issued for Kameen for the killing of
the ASF and the fight against the provincial police, and against Gul for the latter incident, they
are still free and live in Baghlan-e-Jadid. As in Kunduz, as a result of the support of factional
leaders to provincial power brokers, the central government had little influence over Gul and
commander Kameen, who had not been fully disarmed nor fully integrated into government
institutions—another failure of DDR.
Gul denies having been involved in any type of antigovernment activities. He also claims
never to have had links with the Taliban or been a member of Hezb-e-Islami and to have always been affiliated with Jamiat. He knew Fahim from the time of the jihad, describing him as
a “sympathetic man, to me and to all people.” He claimed to have fully disarmed under DDR
and DIAG and that some of his former subcommanders and fighters were in the ALP, the
ANP, and the ANA (but denied having an illegal militia). However, he also claimed that his
former subcommanders and fighters—his andiwal—were still loyal to him: “We have spent [a]
long time together in the strongholds against Russians and Taliban. They are my own people
from Baghlan, and they support me and I support them.”
Amir Gul’s fight against Shirzad and an earlier battle against the Taliban in November
2009 in Baghlan-e-Jadid illustrates that despite his assertion that he was “an old man” not in
command of any militias, he could still easily mobilize hundreds of armed men, most of whom
had been with him in Hezb-e-Islami and in the AMF.120 Although he was officially replaced
as district chief, provincial officials had limited reach into his areas of influence—reportedly
mostly because of Fahim’s patronage of Gul. Most villagers in Baghlan-e-Jadid were convinced
that Gul was untouchable. Many said that the impunity with which both he and the commanders connected with him operate was a reason to join the Taliban or help them. “Amir
Gul’s commanders and the police were killing, stealing cars, kidnapping, and keeping people in
private jails,” an elder from Mullahkheil explained. “So when the Taliban came we didn’t call
the police, we supported them.”
Members of the Gadi tribe in Baghlan-e-Jadid, a group often accused of having links with
the insurgency, accused commanders linked to Amir Gul and Kameen (and other former jihadi figures) of harassing them. Not openly saying they supported the Taliban, elders nonetheless expressed sympathy for men from their areas who had joined the insurgency. They claimed
that the insurgency in Baghlan (most active in the Pashtun-dominated Baghlan-e-Jadid district, the Dand-e-Ghori area of Pul-e-Khumri, and the Dahane-Ghori district) is caused by
the dominance of former Northern Alliance parties in the local administration, specifically
Shura-ye Nazar power brokers. Pashtuns, the second largest ethnic group in the province, have
been sidelined and their land grabbed. One said, “The Northern Alliance is in power now in
Baghlan. They have defamed the Pashtuns by different names. Pashtuns have been forced to
migrate to Pakistan where they can be influenced by Pakistani intelligence and send back for
destructive acts.” Haji Wakil Alam Jan, a provincial council member, agreed:
The Pashtuns had a horrible life after the fall of Taliban in Baghlan. Even those who had
no connection with the Taliban were accused of being affiliated with them. I remember
a shopkeeper paying up to 2,000 US dollars to stay out of prison when he was falsely
accused of having links with the Taliban. Some people ran away to Pakistan and some
started a real fight against the government.
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The APRP: Rehatting Insurgents as Local Police
Most attempts at reintegrating insurgents in Baghlan took place, as in Kunduz, after 2010,
when the insurgency picked up in the province, and mostly involved the APRP program.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that some Hezb-e-Islami commanders who had supported the
Taliban regime and lost out after 2001—or after DDR in 2004—started cooperating with the
insurgency, which increased its activity in Baghlan after 2007. However, in the winter of 2009
and 2010, the two sides fell out and started fighting each other in the north of the province,
including in Amir Gul’s district Baghlan-e-Jadid.
Around this time, a number of Hezb-e-Islami commanders, under pressure from both
the Taliban and intensified U.S. operations, joined the government. Afghan government officials—especially those connected to the Karzai camp—and U.S. military supported them to
get Pashtuns back on the government side. Karzai’s camp had been trying for years to counter
Jamiat’s influence in Baghlan, partly by appointing government officials with a Hezb-e-Islami
background. The Fahim-backed remobilization drive in the northeast before the 2009 elections prompted the Karzai camp to support the rearmament of former Hezb-e-Islami militias
in Kunduz and Baghlan.
Whereas in Kunduz the local power brokers, including Jamiat, had been successful in exploiting the ALP program, in Baghlan the U.S. Special Operations Forces and the Karzai
camp used its resources to lure locals, especially those with a Hezb-e-Islami background, away
from the insurgency, at least temporarily. Many accounts detail ALP commanders switching
back and forth, to and from the Taliban. The ALP program’s initiation in Baghlan (in three
Pashtun-dominated districts) from February 2011 onward therefore partially offset Pashtun
marginalization in the province. However, all sides had an interest in “durable disorder” rather
than in a strong and inclusive government.121
One Pashtun power broker who appears to have been strengthened most through the ALP
is the former 20th Division subcommander Mullah Alam, from Dand-e Ghori, an area in the
district of Pul-e-Khumri. Like Amir Gul, he became unemployed after DDR. Alam benefited
from Karzai’s support and that of the U.S. Special Operations Forces. According to some
sources, he and his men joined the Taliban after he had become unemployed as a result of the
DDR program, but he denied this.122 By the end of 2010, Interior Minister Hanif Atmar reportedly gave permission and support to arm 120 of Alam’s fighters to fight on the government
side. The Baghlan police commander at the time, General Abdul Rahman Rahmani, who was
trying to counter the Jamiat influence in the local security apparatus, reportedly supported this
initiative. After the ALP was rolled out in Baghlan in 2011 under U.S. Special Operations
Forces’ supervision, Mullah Alam’s fighters were integrated into the program. Although Mullah Alam had no official position, he influenced appointments to the ALP in the Pashtun areas
in Baghlan, especially in the Dand-e-Ghori area.
As in Kunduz, U.S. Special Operations Forces and German troops started reintegrating
commanders and fighters who announced themselves as insurgents immediately as plans for
the APRP were announced in January 2010. But without program infrastructure, the only way
to offer them security was not by reintegrating them into civilian life but by rearming them in
the ALP. One early case was that of commander Sher and his fighters, who claimed to belong
to Hezb-e-Islami, had been defeated by the Taliban north of Pul-e-Khumri in March 2010,
and then sought the government’s help. All of these fighters—at that time under command of
Nur ul Haq, Sher having been killed in another battle with the Taliban in September 2010—
joined the ALP when it was established a year later in Baghlan.
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Commander Nur ul Haq’s joining the ALP through the APRP had a profound impact
on perceptions of the program in Baghlan. It raised hopes of small militia commanders and
fighters looking for a paymaster and simultaneously led to concerns in the Shura-ye Nazar faction, which was afraid to lose its influence over the local security sector. Shura-ye Nazar power
brokers denounced the program even as they tried to insert their allies into it. A member of the
local peace council explained in a 2011 interview:
Now in Baghlan there is a big problem between Tajiks and Pashtuns because of reintegration. Because Tajiks think that most of the Pashtuns join with government. Again
they get weapons and they become powerful in the area. Tajiks are trying themselves to
get power.

Many small militia commanders who claimed to have been fighting alongside either the Taliban or Hezb-e-Islami also signed up. It seemed these developments followed the old rationale of
commanders joining the side with most resources—as long as these resources lasted.
Many, however, could not enter the ALP. Former 20th Division (310 regiment of the third
kandak) subcommander Jumadin Kandak from Shahabuddin, for example, joined the APRP
with ten fighters in 2010, expecting to get into the ALP because his main rival, commander
Nur ul Haq, had been admitted. He claimed to have joined the Taliban (“They asked me to pick
up weapons and call myself Taliban”) after having been demobilized through DDR and after
Sher’s and Nur ul Haq’s harassment of his community. Kandak felt that he also needed to get
into the militia program to protect himself. The American Special Operations Forces, however,
presumably having received intelligence from Nur ul Haq, opposed it.
Jumadin Kandak survived, but another commander, Bismullah, a former Hezb-e-Islami commander from Baghlan-e-Jadid, did not. He claimed to have joined the Taliban in 2008 because of
death threats by a local Junbesh commander. He was then caught up in the fight between Hezbe-Islami and Taliban in the district, apparently over the right to tax the local population. He fled
to Chahardara in Kunduz, where some of his fighters were killed in a bombardment. He and the
surviving fighters then joined the APRP and were given jobs maintaining a road. In May 2014,
Bismullah was reportedly killed by former Taliban comrades who wanted to retaliate for his joining the APRP and convincing other commanders to do the same. After his death, his fighters were
fired from their jobs. Other commanders also hoped to reintegrate by joining the ALP but realized
it was not possible and returned to the insurgency instead.
APRP participants interviewed for this research between 2011 and 2014 seemed to belong
primarily to small militias, some of whom may have joined the insurgency only temporarily.
Tribal elders and Afghan officials support this conclusion. By contrast, the main Taliban commanders in Baghlan in 2011 said they wanted nothing to do with the APRP as long as their
leaders did not consent. A local mid-level Taliban commander, reportedly fighting against Sher
and Nur ul Haq, said, “Taliban high-ranking people will not ask me to lay down my weapons.
They will only do this when they are in negotiations with the government of Afghanistan and
once the foreign troops leave. Then I am okay to lay down my weapons.”123
The provincial peace council has been accused by many, including some involved in the
APRP, of giving jobs to friends and relatives rather than reintegrating Taliban commanders. The same allegation has been leveled against provincial peace councils in many provinces.
APRP officials deny the allegations. But Baghlan in 2014 had one of the highest numbers of
participants in the country, despite concerns expressed by a peace council member in 2011 that
the council simply did not have the right members to reach out to the Taliban.124 “Most of
them are Jamiat, and there are just a few Pashtuns. But they are just for show.” Moreover, after
an initial rush into the APRP by commanders hopeful to join the ALP, it quickly became clear
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that most of them would not be taken in. Although the program brought some Pashtun power
brokers back to the government, at least temporarily, it seems unlikely that the current political context in Baghlan will allow space for local insurgents to reintegrate into civilian society.

Conclusion

The first DDR program had a
number of negative effects.
In general, it worsened
the factionalization of the
state, especially the ANP,
contributed to an expanding
informal security sector, and
fed the insurgency.

Why, after four DDR programs in Afghanistan since 2001, are more men armed, armed
groups more numerous, and society more militarized now than thirteen years ago? This report
argues that all four programs were heavily shaped by the post-Bonn political context: the initial
U.S. reliance on Northern Alliance and some Pashtun power brokers; the Taliban’s exclusion;
and the American-led “counterterrorism” campaign—the hunt for Taliban and al-Qaeda leaders—and then later wider counterinsurgency efforts, which both led to a massive influx of
weapons and aggravated local conflicts.
In this context, DDR programs tended to magnify existing power dynamics, as the four
case studies demonstrate. Powerful factions could use these programs to disarm rivals, many
of those who lost out joining the Taliban. Any potential benefits of the programs were also
overshadowed by the large-scale rearmament of militias to beat back an expanding insurgency.
Today many anti-Taliban commanders and fighters targeted for DDR over the past decade are
still armed and influential. Efforts to disarm insurgents were unrealistic and ineffective without
a parallel peace process with Taliban leaders. Overall, DDR programs have contributed little to
Afghanistan’s stability—in fact they are part and parcel of broader trends that have made the
country less secure.
The first program (2003–05), Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration, targeted
the AMF that had helped the U.S.-led coalition oust the Taliban from Kabul and other major
towns in 2001. Although it was presented as a neutral statebuilding exercise, major foreign
powers saw it as a tool to reverse the consolidation of political and military power of the former
Northern Alliance, especially the Shura-ye Nazar faction of Jamiat, which they viewed by then
as a security threat.
AMF commanders had few reintegration opportunities in the new army, which would
have been the most obvious destination for many of them. Those with connections in Kabul
used that patronage to reintegrate into the ANP and other government departments. They
usually took their men with them, which deepened the factionalization of the police and government. Those without connections in Kabul lost their jobs but often kept their networks,
which instead of being disbanded were simply pushed underground. In the southwest, they
either joined the Taliban or remobilized as anti-insurgent militia. In the northeast, they often
pursued criminal activities until they remobilized later, when the insurgency spread there after
2007. In sum, the first DDR program, although it paved the way for an ANA generally regarded as more competent than the ANP and ALP, had a number of negative effects. In general,
it worsened the factionalization of the state, especially the ANP, contributed to an expanding
informal security sector, and fed the insurgency.
The second program, the Disbandment of Illegal Armed Groups, which started in 2005
and continues today, targeted illegal militias, including former AMF militias that the first program had been unable to disarm. It was rolled out, however, as the insurgency gathered force,
which meant donors’ support for the disbandment of militias was at best half-hearted. In part,
donors feared that demobilizing the most powerful commanders’ militias would prove destabilizing, particularly in the lead-up to the 2005 parliamentary elections. But donors also wanted
to use militias to fight insurgents, given the weakness at the time of the regular Afghan forces.
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Internal DIAG documents reveal that international force commanders resisted the disbandment of militias working with them and instead supported their legitimization through militia programs such as the Afghan Local Police. Thus, DIAG ended up targeting only weaker
commanders, and more powerful armed groups were strengthened through militia programs.
The second program therefore again deepened the exclusive political order. The prevalence of
militias today presents a security challenge for Afghanistan almost as grave as the insurgency.
The other two programs, the Programme Tahkim Sulh (2005–10) and its successor the
Afghanistan Peace and Reintegration Programme (2010–ongoing), aimed to reintegrate Taliban commanders and fighters. They were implemented for the most part in the absence of
parallel talks with insurgent leaders, however, as part of a fierce counterinsurgency campaign
rather than a broader strategy of reconciliation. They could not offer Taliban commanders
long-term reintegration in the local government and security forces. Nor could they guarantee
their physical security, unless rearming them in the ALP. Taliban commanders interviewed for
this report were not interested in joining. Many more Taliban were reintegrated informally,
during the 2001 U.S.-led intervention and, to a lesser extent, afterward through the personal
intervention of tribal leaders and Afghan officials. Funds for the PTS and APRP programs
seem to have mostly enriched already influential elites in the provinces and Kabul, and their
followers, again strengthening an exclusive political order.
What do these experiences mean for the future of DDR in Afghanistan? The conventional UN model, with its emphasis on demobilization and short-term reinsertion assistance
for fighters rather than on providing long-term jobs and finding a way to include their commanders in the local political order, is not viable. Experiences have given DDR a bad name in
Afghanistan. It is seen as something embarrassing, something to be avoided at all costs.
However, simply discarding the idea of demilitarization and instead devolving power to
local militias, as some statebuilding critics have argued, is not a solution. Despite the international community’s statebuilding rhetoric, this is what has been happening since 2001, foreign
troops supporting militias to fight the Taliban. Much like the government in Kabul, when local
commanders become accountable primarily to their foreign sponsors, and able to enforce their
will on rather than needing to win over local communities, they have tended to become more
abusive. Their legitimacy in the eyes of those communities suffers.
The violence resulting from the proliferation of these anti-Taliban militias and of insurgent groups over the past years is now among the main obstacles to a sustainable peace in
Afghanistan. The question of how to deal with them is a crucial issue for the current national
unity government. President Ghani has vowed to take on the warlords and impose the rule of
law, which would have a positive effect over time. However, his election could not have been
possible without the support from local strongmen, who now expect to be rewarded with a
government position. Excluding them could trigger more violence in the short term, amid an
already unstable security situation. If peace talks with Taliban leaders are held, this would provide a major opportunity for demilitarization. But they and their commanders will also expect
government positions and, like the local strongmen, will not readily agree to disarmament.

Lessons Learned
With this in mind, what are the main lessons from the past Afghan DDR experience for
future efforts?
The success of demilitarization hinges entirely on the broader context and is a deeply political rather than a technical exercise. The wider political and military interests of foreign
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A new concept needs to
be designed and managed
with input from across the
spectrum of Afghan society,
including government
officials, tribal and religious
leaders, and militia and
insurgent commanders
and fighters.

powers, government factions, and other national and local power brokers undermined DDR.
In Afghanistan, the continuation of multiple conflicts meant that powerful Afghans either did
not support DDR or used it to their own ends. Meanwhile, foreign powers continued supplying allies with weapons even as they ran programs aimed at disarming them. Even the best
designed DDR program would fail in this context. The drawdown of the foreign troops, an
improvement in the relationship with Pakistan, and peace talks with the Taliban could prove a
more conducive environment for armed groups on all sides to lay down their weapons. Much
will also depend on President Ghani’s and Chief Executive Officer Abdullah Abdullah’s willingness to address militarized patronage networks at multiple levels.
Demilitarization reinforces existing power dynamics. The past four DDR programs
strengthened the hand of those already in power and excluded commanders without good
connections, often leading them to join the Taliban. They thus reinforced the patterns of exclusion that were among the major drivers of the insurgency. A reasonably inclusive government
is both a prerequisite for and an outcome of successful demilitarization. President Ghani’s
new government could try to accommodate factions who have been left out of the post-2001
political order, either through a comprehensive peace agreement including all factions, which
is arguably the best option but perhaps not feasible, or through deals with individual factions
at the local and national levels.
Warring parties understandably resist surrendering military capability unless their interests
are secure and they have achieved some of their political goals. DDR was attempted piecemeal, different groups targeted at different times. Commanders understandably resisted the
effort when they realized rivals would remain armed. Demilitarization will not work unless
embedded in a wider political process. It will take a long time for the warring parties to trust
each other enough to actually disarm, and in any case, the enormous number of weapons in
Afghanistan make complete disarmament a remote prospect. A deal with the Taliban, however, could at least diminish the high-level support for the rearmament and backing for strongmen in the provinces, provided key northern power brokers are brought along. Furthermore,
it might also open the way to future prosecution of individual commanders inside and outside
the ANSF who commit crimes and violate human rights. That could diminish local support
for the insurgency and pave the way for further demilitarization.
The name, concept, and ownership of DDR must be revisited. DDR programs have so far
been strongly influenced by the UN concept, which was developed based on experiences elsewhere in the world. Foreign donors hailed the importance of Afghan ownership but in practice
were themselves often in the driver’s seat on crucial decisions regarding the design and management of the programs. When Afghans were in control, they were usually elite groups in government and used the programs to further their personal interests. Foreign donors also often ignored
or undermined locally owned informal initiatives to demobilize commanders. When designing
programs, they also ignored Afghanistan’s rich history of reintegration and reconciliation.
A new concept needs to be designed and managed with input from across the spectrum
of Afghan society, including government officials, tribal and religious leaders, and militia and
insurgent commanders and fighters. Decisions need to be taken as part of an inclusive political
process that can guarantee the core interests and safety of all groups. International funding and
support should only be available for a broadly supported initiative.
An alternative formulation for DDR will have to be used. The APRP already emphasizes reintegration in its name. In other countries, different words have been adopted. In some countries,
ex-combatants are rehabilitated rather than reintegrated. Disarmament is usually associated with
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surrender. The terms demilitarization or decommissioning are often used. This paper mostly uses
demilitarization, the idea of reversing the trend of the militarization of Afghan society.
Reintegration is the most important and most difficult, but often neglected, component of
DDR. In Afghanistan it would require political inclusion. Since the Taliban’s ouster in 2001, the
loyalty of commanders to the government has usually been determined not by their history or
ideology but by whether they were offered positions or opportunities in it. The resurgence of violence reflects the lack of such prospects. In a patronage-based society like Afghanistan, where the
foreign-funded government is a main source of jobs and protection, political inclusion is vital.
Looking after mid-level commanders is important, even critical. Senior commanders often enjoyed the ties necessary to secure government positions, whereas mid-level commanders, with little experience off the battlefield and fewer political connections, did not. Yet their
cooperation is crucial. Disarming them by force is unrealistic, and their fighters will usually
follow their lead.
To achieve the cooperation of mid-level commanders, a high-level deal between the government and leaders of the Taliban, the former Northern Alliance, and other groups is a prerequisite, but not enough. Although the demilitarization of the countryside cannot happen
without high-level support, the case studies also show the importance of local reconciliation
and measures to address local grievances driving support for armed groups. Without these, local actors will simply find another outlet for their dissatisfaction. The Taliban movement may
absorb these grievances now, but if its leaders become part of the establishment, disenfranchised local actors’ affiliations will shift again.
Create attractive reintegration opportunities but impose conditions. The Afghan government lost control over commanders and fighters by cutting them loose through the first DDR
program without effectively disarming and demobilizing them or integrating them into either
civilian society or the ANSF. The best connected among the commanders used patronage
networks to integrate with their men in the state apparatus. This strengthened particular factions in the government, who then used the state apparatus to fund private militias and protect
criminals and human rights abusers.
This experience shows, first, that offering attractive reintegration opportunities is vital for
successful demilitarization. It shows, second, that keeping command and control structures intact while integrating militias into the state apparatus creates insecurity. Offers of integration
into the state apparatus, especially in the security forces, should be conditioned on individuals’
breaking ties with commanders. Reintegration in the foreign-funded state apparatus may be the
most feasible option for many given that the economy is fragile and the unemployment rate is
high. This should be a consideration for foreign donors when deciding on funds for the ANSF.
It will not be easy to lure commanders and fighters away from profitable criminal activities, including the smuggling of drugs, weapons, precious stones, and timber. However, as the
case studies show, the lower paid government positions do offer prestige, which drugs do not.
Realistically, however, in many cases illegal activities will continue even if, or especially if, commanders obtain government positions. This is an additional reason to try to break up militias
before integrating them in the security forces or elsewhere in the local government.
Accountability can reinforce but also challenge demilitarization efforts. Factions are unlikely to give up weapons if their leaders face punishment for previous crimes. On the other
hand, the impunity with which progovernment militias operate undermines the Kabul government’s legitimacy and fuels support for the insurgency. The new government’s appointments,
including local appointments, will be crucial. It must strike a balance between, on the one hand,
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including potential troublemakers, ideally breaking their ties with militias in the provinces, and
on the other, pursuing accountability for the worst crimes. Amnesties for Taliban leaders—
who cause the majority of civilian casualties—are sensitive and should be decided through
wider consultations. But the Taliban are not the only ones to have violated international human rights and humanitarian law and any accountability should be evenhanded.
Tying DDR to elections can generate momentum toward disarmament. Requiring prospective candidates to disarm ahead of the presidential and parliamentary elections resulted in many
weapons—though often of dubious quality—handed in to the DDR and DIAG programs. But
government factions and donors, fearing, respectively, the erosion of their support base and the
destabilization of the countryside ahead of voting, only half-heartedly supported disarmament. If
genuinely supported, the requirement could become a powerful incentive for militia commanders
to hand in weapons in the future.
Nonstate armed groups should not be used to fight the insurgency or provide security.
Given ANSF weakness, supporting nonstate actors is understandable. Militias’ association
with foreign forces and patrons in the Karzai government, however, have in many places distanced them from their communities, as they became primarily accountable to external sponsors and locally abusive. Villagers often have no control over them, and many fall victim to
harassment, extortion, or unlawful killing. As foreign forces draw down, donors should support
militia members’ reintegration into the ANSF or wider society. This holds true particularly
for militias guarding military bases and military transportation routes that lose their jobs as
international troops leave.
This report makes it clear that the mechanics and design of DDR programs matters much
less than the political context in which they take place. The four Afghan programs over the past
decade have been shaped by, and reinforced, existing power relations. They have strengthened
some of the most ruthless and divisive leaders. Perhaps their gravest impact has been to deepen
the post-Bonn patterns of political exclusion that underlie much of the violence and that have
driven support for the insurgency. They have also been eclipsed by the international rearmament and mobilization of informal militias. Attempts to disarm insurgents invariably failed
when they were used as a tool to defeat the Taliban rather than as part of a broader political
strategy to end the war. Demilitarization is only part of a wider political process, both with
Taliban leaders and between progovernment factions. Until prospects for such a process exist,
any demilitarization effort is likely to suffer the same shortcomings and is unlikely to contribute to peace in Afghanistan.
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Why—after four international programs designed to disarm,
demobilize, and reintegrate militias in Afghanistan since
2001—are more men armed, armed groups more numerous, and Afghan society more militarized now than thirteen
years ago? This report uses case studies in four provinces to
illustrate how all four programs were heavily shaped by
initial U.S. reliance on Afghan powerbrokers, the exclusion of
the Taliban, and the American-led counterterrorism campaign. Full disarmament in Afghanistan, it suggests, is unrealistic—though a peace process with the insurgency might
at least reduce levels of informal rearmament.
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